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Torreon, State of Coahulla, Mex.,
Nov. V. Six federals and one Mad
Canton at Mercy of Rebel.
erista were killed and 15 federals
Advices
San Francisco, Nov.
wounded In a street
here last
A
A
were received here today from Shang
night - The trouble grew out of an
Hal by the Chinese Free Press, reof
four
Maderista officers
attempt
porting that the rebels had driven s
who It Is alleged, had been drinking.
esback the Imperial forces and had
to disarm a gendarme. A mob gath
tablished themselves in the town of
ered and took the part of the genShaUhou, about 20 miles to the porth
darme
Captain Benjamin Argume- During the attacks ON THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TELL THE PORTE IT MUST SUB-- , DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATE
FOR do and other Maderlstas were
LEADER OF REVOLUTION PLACED of Hankow.
placed RANSACK THE MAIL POUCHES
'
y.'. SECRETARY OF STA.TE GOOD
against Hankow, the imperial forces
MIT
WILLvTAKE r
COASTS FIGHTING VESSELS
in jail, only to be rescued by 40 oth
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r
were under the command of General
'
,
er
a
STORY TELLER.
PARADE.
who
disarmed
NAVY
Maderlstas,
THE
Jail
OF
the
THRONE.
THE EXPRESS CAR.
Fung Wek Chong. It also Is stated
guards.
that the Peking government had reThe federal soldiers were then
from Viceroy MAIN FLEET IS
ceived a
Tl'ZEY , fcEOES iriATLY CEGALES LAS (XIXES
ATFZ7 V
summoned and fighting In the streets EXFLCs:::
EEDISTKIEUTD CF CFFICES Chung Mingtelegram
C2ACII
Chi f Canton, report".' .
". - 'rr "",'. '
began. The Maderlstas finally took
ing, hla city to, be at the mercy of,
to the hills and ar ecamplng near the
PRINCE CHING. WHOM YUAN 6HI the r bels. In reply the government SECRETARY OF NAVY MEYER NEWS OF THE TREND OF AFFAIRS V,YS IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR
ROBBERS
AWAY
FRIGHTENED
General Emlllo Maro la coming
city.
instructed the viceroy to consent to ' VISITS CRAFT ACCOMPANIED
ANYBODY NOT A DELEGATE
AT TRIPOLI IS RECEIVED ,
WILL CON- ,
WHEN
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AP.
, KAI SUCCEEDS,
,
ENGINE
from- San Pedro to assume personal
th
neral demands of the revoluCONVENTION.
AT ALEXANDRIA?''
;
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PROACHES
SCENE.
of
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which
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situation,
tionists with a view to holding that
be complicated br the expected arriv
province in peace.
from Durango of Maderis'tas who
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Yuan Pleases Belgium.
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.Toklo, japan, Nov. 1. Financial cir'" ' ' ' '
BATTLESHIP IS PRE FOR THIS REASON ITALIANS ARE OTHERWISE, INTERESTED CITI- -' hills.
HISTORIC
- GIVE THE REBELS PRACTICALLY
IT IS THOUGHT THE HAUL MADE
culars here have been Issued oa r
LEAVING ALBANIAN COAST
ZENS COULD REMAIN OUT"
MIER OF THE VESSELS IN
liable authority that the appointment
EVERYTHING THEY HAD
BY THE BANDITS WILL NOT
' UNMOLESTED.
BLIZZARD HIT8 THE WEST
of Yuan Shi Kai as premier of China V
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PACIFIC REVIEW.
'k
MANDED OF THRONE.
AMOUNT TO MUCH, '
Kansas City, Nov. 1. A real fore
is one of the principal conditions un'
'
' taste of winter,
r
der which the Belgian syndicate has
bearing snow and
New York, Nov. 1. Ninety-ninEvidently Antonio Lucero of this
Alexandria, Nov. 1. Reports of
Nov.
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secretary
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$18,000,000
Missouri,
the
states,
today.
valley
echoed here during the night in a tu- on the democratic ticket, who has for'
'
he will organize a new Cabinet as ment
Island passenger, known as tho Ar
tion in the history of the United mult that at one time threatened to saken his work as an instructor In the From a temperature of zero in Bis
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express, midway beN.
thermometer
teh
marck,
D.,
grad
States navy Inspection by Secretary be serious. The natives turned out Normal University and the Las Ve-gwhile Prince Ching, whom Yuan Shi
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and
Memphis
Hurlburt, Ark.,
28
ed
to
down
degrees in northern
George Von L. Meyer swung at an In thousands calling upon Allah to
high school long enough to make
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ransacked . the mail
today,
early
Kansas
and
The
Missouri,
this
mercury
morning confound "the Infidels.". Shots. were a campaign tour of the state, is givchor in the Hudson river
as acting premier and have as associpouches and fired several nitro-glyc- '
in a gray line, seven miles long.
and ing his imaglnatoln free rein while in reached six above at Huron, S. D., erlne caps into the "local" safe of the
exchanged between Moslems
ate premiers Na Tung and Hsu Shih
'
Only three torpedo boats, the Bar Europeans. . One native was killed the southern part of New Mexico, and was near zero at Sioux City, la. express car, which not
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The bandits were frlghtentu away
dered to the mobilization, and the Scores of arrests were made.
tions. The following telegram, rethe privy council, and Na Tung and
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Hsu Shiah Chang vice presidents. Wei
PARTY SOME.
the overdue train, approached from
some idea of what Mr. Lucero is saytleship now in commission in the
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Italy Spares Albania.
Kuang Tao, formerly viceroy of
Hurlburt.
24
in all, every
Chlasso, Switzerland, Nov. 1. With ing; there is not a man, woman or
ALBUQUERQUE HIGHS
Kwang Tung province, becomes vicePiloted by A. L. Westgard for United States navy,
The robbers boarded the train- when
one in fighting trim.
a view to bringing the war with Tur- child in Las Vegas who does not
roy Of Hu Peh and Hu Nan provinces, iha Eaymond-Whitcomit slowed down near Hurlburt, eleven
company, the
Early risers saw ship after ship key quickly to an end the Italian cab know the remarks of the eminent eduto which office Yuan Shi Kai was ele- first automobile train to cross the
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SHOULD BE GOOD ONE.
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rainbow of colors from some of Turkey's valuable island pos tonio Lucero of Las Vegas spoke
the express and mail cars veie cut
provinces.
arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow even burst Into a
stem to stern. It was the first order sessions In the Mediterranean will be here last night and among other false
In the redistribution of offices the ing.
from the coaches and hauled ahead a
According. to word received from of
Arrangements were made this aft short
the day preparatory to the Inspec- seized unless she submits to her fate, statements he said:
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representatives
said, to stop the aggressive move- early, as they have planned to make
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
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W. Shank, the Good Government
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the Mexican Central railway
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when
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to
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withdrew
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collided
head
trict
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so
Attorney
welcome
a
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every
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MARRIES ANOTHER on with a freight train near Gomez
vited by Secretary of the Navy Meyer opposition on the part of the state
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this
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on
to accompany Admiral Thomas
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Palacio early today.
,
is as civilized as the rest
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for
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review.
tour
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of
his
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Yuan's
E. Preston, an architect, who said his
bly met with
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and
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bringing
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accept
Vicksburg.
ment should be required
unions blew up the Times building
rrom Las Vegas the train will go
of Gomez Palacio, was killed. With
The prosecution objected, declaring
BIGAMIST.
the demands of the army league as to Santa Fe on Friday if the party ar- fleet up from San Diego, Admiral was founded upon personal experiTING
Madero were Alberto Madero and his the case was being tried on written
"
Issued .from Lanchau on October 9. rives here on scheduled time. Th Thomas transferred command of the ence with union men. He was rewife;' Governor Abran Gonzales of law.
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to
intend
try this case on
Southerland.
of
offices
General
'
dena dentist
pointment to high
the Kronprinz Wilhelm here today CO.
Saturday where a stop of two days
'unwritten law,' " responded Lewis.
At 12:45 o'clock the review began.
Li Yuen Heng, the rebel commander, will be made.
James B. McNamara seemed more from Europe, led to the discovery that
"That law and the law laid down by
The fleet was maneuvered into four
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a
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ernor of Hu Peh.
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s
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When It was pointed out to Mr. early dawn, Constant Steelman and
Opium Dealers Busy.
number two culprits have also 8t,yer Whipple, the submarine Pike
China, Nov. 1. Planters
Chester that the divorce proceedings John Yost, business men of Pelasant-hville- , HEARINGS ON FULL CREW BILL.
Amoy,
here are taking advantage of the con- been charged with disorderly conduct ant lne suomanne urampus
weer killed and William: Jar-brought by his former wife had
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 1. The state.
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COMMIT MURDER reached only the stage of an interlocufusion arising from (revolutionary ac- and another with trespassing. This
of
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same place was injured
the
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Board
of Public Utilities commission- -'
New Orleans, Nov. 1. Edgar H. tory decree signed October 12 and today when a hunter fired at them
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City,
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of
defiance
in
today began public hearings to
dented crop of opium
September, is an increase of three. tion demanded
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recent
in Missouri against a
was shot and killed here today riirhed in agitation to the nearest is said to be Charles Norcross,
It appears likely that the authori- October it is a decrease of 15. Most operating
full crew bill. The bill provides
a
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The latter telephone and called up his lawyer. stranger in the neigborhood.
two highwaymen.
by
that
every passenger train having five
steel and Iron was denied by Judge
Afterward he said:
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and as a result the price of opium In ago the Jail was without an occupant. William C. Hook In the federal
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sey, shall have a crew consisting ol
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TWO

ARE

LAKE CITIES

FACED BY A

PROBLEM
TO
ARE TRYING
DETERMINE HYGIENIC MEANS
OF GETTING WATER

.AUTHORITIES

ger which hangs over some of the
most flourishing of our American ci
ties, the studies set on foot by the
public health and marine hospital
service on the sewage pollution of interstate and International waters are
to be warmly welcomed,
says The
Journal of the American Medical association in a recent editorial. The
first section dealing with Lake Erie
and the Niagara river has lately been
published. Ample Illustration of the
condition cited will be found in its
pages and the publicity there given
to facts long known to students of
publio health should do much to stlm
ulate action. The data contained In
this report will be of great value in
Inducing expert study of local condi
tions. The conditions under which
water-born- e
typhoid fever occurs in
the cities on the Great Lakes appeal
to the imagination of the average
citizen. The "endless" ehaln of ty
phoid bacilli passing into 'the sewers
and back again through the water
pipes should not be allowed to con
tinue unbroken.
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'FOUR-FLUSHING"

These Chilly Nights Make You Think of
Your Blanket and Comfort Needs

MOTIF IN A

MONSTER

1,

FARCE
And We Are Ready With

GLENN H. CURTISS WILL HAVE
CHARGE OF THIS FEATURE
AT SAN DIEGO SHOW

'

A Big

Stock

of the Warmest and Most Comfortable

ROSWELLIANS
QUIT WHEN CAL
TO "COUGH UP"
LED UPON
BET ON M'DONALD

Kinds at Economical Prices.

CfsU

San Diego, Nov. L Aviation and
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1. (The fol
The rapid growth of cities on th
Buy your blankets and comforts now. You
y
in four acts,
and
all
that pertains thereto will be a epe- - lowing is a
reat Lakes In the United States
I
can tell when a real cold snap will come and
never
as the plot)
with
clal feature of the Panama-Californi- a
Canada has raised many problems lor
it's better to be safe than sorry.
V
Act One
International exposition if the plans
the sanitarian. It Is natural that
Akers and Levy of Santa Fe hav
of D. C, Collier, director general.
The thrifty housekeeper thinks ot this store
these cities should seek to obtain
of Aviator Glenn ing heard that White and Stockard
with
their water supply from the great
every time she thinks of blankets and comforts for
had 11,000 to wager that W. C. Mc
H. Curtlss, are carried out
bodies, of fresh water close at hand.
we are headquarters for jfood warm bed coverings
Curtisshas sent a crew of seven men Donald wil be elected governor of
It seems to have been equally naturaJ
of every nature.
to the aviation field here and has re New Mexico, on November 7, 1911,
to dispose of their sewage by disestablished the school and experlmen and had offered, a reward of $25 to get
This season we have assembled exceptionally large stocks of fine blankets of every description
charging It into the lake. So far as
tal station for the United States army the bet covered, wired that they
the avoidance of offense to the senses
from the finest mills in the country. Big, generous sized wooly blankets warm, comfortable comand navy officers. At the same time would accept the bet and also claim
is concerned this method of Bewage
forts all conducive to a restful night's sleep. A better variety we have never known.
his men will begin the study of the the reward.
disposal was eminently satisfactory,
Act Two
meteorology of the Pacific coast, the
Make your selections now. while assortments are at their best and prices are so inviting.
Not so much can be said on the san
between San .Diego and Sav
stretch
small
Roswell.
Scene
case
of
in
the
Even
side.
itary
a. m., October 24, 1911.
Full size Comforter in dark
Time
annah, Georgia, and of the coast line
NO CAUSE TO DOUBT
towns and cities this practice has
White cotton Blankets with
All Wool grey Blankets with
and
thi
United
States
, The
was
the
excessive
between
an
sent
mefollowing
or
telegram
by
been accompanied by
light patterns, good qualblue or pink borders,
blue or pink borders, soft finamount of typhoid fever, while in the
Statement of Facts Backed by a Isthmus of Panama to determine the White and Stockard to Akers . and
$1.75
ity and weight- i... .. . $6.00
dium size
ish, full 11-best and most feasible route for mail Levy: Deposit your money with Fim
Strong Guarantee "
larger cities like Chicago, Cleveland,
Full size Comforters in floral
carrying lines and for war and navy National bank here. Ours is with
Milwaukee and Toronto, water-born- e
All wool light grey Blankets
Grey cotton Blankets, wool
a
times
at
been
them, we will pay reward. Answer.
We guarantee immediate and posi maneuvers.
scroll patterns, filled
and
typhoid fever has
with colored borders, extra
finished, good heavy weight,
As a commissioner of aviation of
Farther Information on the subject
Veritable scourge.
tive relief to all sufferers from con
with
$2.00
good cotton . . .'i $225
International was sent from Hoewell at 8:57 p. m.
fine quality, full 12-- $10.00
full 10-- size
; Many of the
lake cities have at- stlpatlon. In every case where our the Panama-Californi- a
Full size Comforters in light
tempted toavoid contamination of the remedy falls to do this we will return exposition to be held in San Diego of the same day as follows:
red
Extra, large
Grey plaid wool process
Akers and Levy, Santa Fe.
drinking water by extending the wa- the money paid us for it. That's a in 1915, Curtlss will assist Director
dark patterns filled with
or
Blankets, heavy weight and
Blankets, . good weight and
ter intakes far out into the lake. For frank statement of facts, and we General Collier in gathering the most "J. P. White and J. W. Stockard
$2.75
best white cotton
nice finish. 11-- 4 sixe $3.50
soft finish, full 14-4- $11.50
a time suchs an expedient ' usually want you to substantiate them at our complete collection of aeronautical have deposited one thousand dollars
apapratus and exhibits ever brought with us for bet They insist that
proves efficacious and a reduction in risk.
water-born- e
disease is noted. After
Itexall Orderlies are eaten just like together. He plans to show a com- money ' must be covered here in this
a time, however, the increasing vol- candy, are particularly prompt and plete history of the development of bank. If satisfactory, send your
ume of sewage due to increase in agreeable in action, may be taken at the art and science of aviation from money and memorandum of agree
population again makes itself felt by any time; day or night; do not cause the time of the first flights in dirigible ment to be signed by both parties to
an alarming contamination of the wa- diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive balloons to the ultimate
wager and bank."
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ter at the intakes, and eventually ty- looseness, or other undesirable ef- ter machines, with their latest type
a high fects. They have a very mild but po- of development down to 1915. To do
E. A.. Cahoon, Cashier.
phoid fever again reaches
Act Three
point. A few cities are so placed top- sitive action upon the organs with this he will gather men and aero
Akers and Levy sent the following.
ographically that they can take ad- which they come in contact, apparent planes from every part of the world
1Q6&
vantage of favorably situated bays of ly acting as a regulative tonic upon France, Germany and England espe memorandum to Cashier Cahoon ac
of
flow
divert
the
cepting the terms of White and Stock
points of land to
the relaxed muscular coat of the bow cially.
The Curtlss establishment at Sau ard and showing the faith of the Sau
sewage away from the water intakes el, thus overcoming weakness, and
and so lessen pollution of the water aiding to restore the bowels to more Diego is running full blast with men ta Fean, N. Salmon, who put up the
and aeroplanes in constant practice money, that H. O. Bursum will be
supply. Jn some cases there has been vigorous and healthy activity.
4
a misplaced reliance on prevailing
Rexall Orderlies f are unsurpassable The exposition management is keep elected instead of W. C. McDonald:
BASEBALL NOTES
winds or currents for keeping the and ideal for the use of children, old ing clone touch with developments as
Santa Fe, N. M., October 25, 1911.
sewage away from the drinking wa- folks and delicate persons. We can Curtiss, while yet to accept his posi Mr. E. A. Cahoon, Cashier,
4
4 4 4 4
ter source. Exact observations with not too highly recommend them to all as commissioner, is regarded as al
First National Bank,'
Honus
Now
is
it
New
floats and bacterial tests have now sufferers from any form of constipa- ready at work in preparation for the
Wagner, of the
Mexico,
Roswell,
shown that neither winds nor curents tlon and its attendant evils. That's exposition.
Dear Sir:
Pirates, that is mentioned as the next
Internation
nor yet local topography can be al- why we back our faith in ttiem with
The Panama-Californi- a
We Inclose you herewith ni tripli manager of the Cincinnati Reds.
Jimmy McAleer Is confident that,
together depended on to prevent oc- our promise of money back if they al exposition has arranged for a large cate a memorandum of the bet made
casional contamination.
do not give entire satisfaction. Three aviation field on the site of the ex between us and Stockard and White Jake Sahl will consent to play again
HI
D
The experience of practically all the sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents, 36 tablets 25 position. This will be prepared un- each signed by us, and each to be and to join the Boston Red Sox.
large cities on the Great Lakes has cents and 80 tablets 50 cents. Re der the eye of Curtlss and every ava signed by them. One copy complete The Cardinals' defeat at the hands
followed the lines indicated above member, you can obtain Rexall Rem tor in the world will be invited u shall be deposited in your institution of the Browns and the' White Sox killDetroit has suffered less than many edies in East Las Vegas only at our make his temporary headquarters on one copy retained by Stockard and ing the Cubs were the real surprises
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
., ...
others because of its ability to dis- store. The Rexall Store. ' E. G. Mun the field during the spring and 'fall White' and one returned!
us. You of the
"'.
games.
by
charge its sewage into the Detroit phey.
of 1915, meteorological conditions of should sign also.
By playing in every position on the
Tiver at a point below its water in
We' enclose also a draft on the Denver team W. J. Kenworthy equalSan Diego, during the fall, winter
takes. There is, however, danger, of
and spring months being 'the most Commercial National Bank of Kansas ed the record made by "Runt" Walsh
TELEPHONE PIONEERS
contamination from the considerable
favorable in the world for aviation. City Kansas, for one thousand dollars of the Philadelphia Nationals.
Boston, Mass., Notl 1. Professor
Charlie
Aviators now in San Diego declare being our part of le money, to be
Comiskeys
Clair above the intake and, at .least Alexander Graham PM, the inventor. that by the time the exposition opens held and handled by you in accord- party, 40 strong, is enjoying camp life
Mexico's
Wholet Jese
of
H.
the
Theodore
Vail,
fevpresident
one serious epidemic of typhoid
Mr. Collier's prize of $10,000 for a ance with the said memorandum.
near Mercer, Wis., This is the 12th
er in Detroit has been attributed to American Telegraph and Telephone flight from Panama to San Diego will It is understood that you will pay annual outing under the chaperonage
water infection. Other cities have company, and a number; of other men be so easy that it will be like finding over the money to us in case we win, of the White Sox master.
Everyone recognizes
Superiorit) ;f
fared even worse. The city of Erie, conspicuously identified with the his money.
This prize ' is for the first and vice versa, and of course we look
Even
our
brands
devel
of
and
the
the
telephone
Competitors
where for years the typhoid death tory
aviator who succeeds in the flight to you to see ,that the agreement is
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4
rate has been very high, experienced opment of the telephone business in from Panama to San Diego, the first fulfilled.
only last winter an extremely severe America are coming to Boston tomor Facific port of entry in the United
We can get another .bet for $1,000
FOOTBALL NOTES.
4
outbreak of water-born- e
typhoid fev- row for the first reunion of the "Tele- States, and la open to the aviators of immediately, and will do so provided
America."
of
This
Pioneers
4
4
phone
750
over
cases
in
being reported
er,
that we are given, as in this case, a
the world.
4
January and February, 1911. Very re- city, where Professor Bell lived when
reward or compenastion of $25.00, but 4 4'
and EXTRA SESSION IN MISSISSIPPI. in case a second bet is made, in order
the telephone
cently in Cleveland, Buffalo and Mil- he perfected
Paul Veeder, Yale's old half-bacwaukee, concern has been expressed where the first practical exchange
Jackson, Miss. Nov. 1 In pursuance to even things up, we want the Capi is coaching the Ell backs at New
over the gravity of the local situation
was established, was appropriately of the proclamation of Governor Noel tal City Bank, J. H. Vaughn, vice- - Haven.
and in some cases disinfection of the
the Mississippi legislature convened president and manager to be the Brown and West Point have put the
water supply with hypochlorites has chosen as the first meeting place of today in special session. The chief stakeholder as you are in this case.
crusher on the
"Big Four"
the association. The reunion will last purpose of the session is to straighta
a ivu. vuu
a7u
of the east.
.Very truly yours,
Tn view of the well recognized dan three days.
en out matters in connection with
West Point defeating Yale two
the state bond issue of 1910. The
in succession is quite a record
, Act Four
years
PHONE MAIN 227
bonds, amounting to $800,000, were
Scene: Santa Fe.
for the Cadets.
authorized at the last session of the
Time: 2 p. m. October 30.
Carlisle scored 193 points In the
legislature. Some were not disposed
Akers and Levy were having pleas first six games this season, while Its
sale
of until December, 1910, but their
ant dreams of making a cool thousand
scored ten.
was with the understanding that in- dollars a week from toay when the opponents
Jack
Bowler, the trainer, slU at
FOR
of
terest would begin with) the date
TOWN SURVEYED BY LINCOLN
dream was spoiled by the arrival of the the training table with the Dartmouth READY TO RACE AT JAMESTOWN.
the authorized issuance,' July 1, of
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 1. The JamesBath, 111., Nov. 1. A sunrise salute
following telegram, showing where players to see that, they eat little
town Jockey club will begin its fall aroused the
the same year. The state supreme McDonald stands in the hearts of his
residents of, Bath today,
meat.
season of racing tomorrow, when the when, with
court held that , the payment of inHAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE
hundreds of visitors from
alleged backers:
foot
The
of
University
Mississippi
terest for the months proceeding the
gates at the track will be opened for all over the
Roswell, N. M, pctober 30.
ball team has a star in Fullback Ca a 30
county, they celebrated,
WORLD AS
actual sale of the bonds was not leday meeting. Many thorough- the seventy-fift- h
"BLUFFED! Stockard and White hall. He is a great kicker ot field
anniversary of the
oblibreds seen recently at Pimllco. Lau
gal. To meet the state's normal
lie down."
, .
laying out ot the town by Abraham
goals.
Noel
Governor
and
asks
the
that
elsewhere
rel,,
are
now
gations
quartered Lincoln, then a
E. A. CAHOON, Cashier.
Bogle, of the Michigan eleven, kick at the Jamestown course, and
struggling young
legislature appropriate an amount sufappliElaborate preparations had.
from
a
ed
the
placement goal
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
ficient to cover the accrued interest 44-4cations for additional stable room are
been made for the event, and
line in the ' Michigan-Ohi- o
State unl being received daily.
In addition to this matter the legislaearly
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
In the day the streets
4 versity game.
ture is asked for an appropriation to
A number of valuable stakes are to
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any
with visitors. Stores and residences-wer- e I
WITH THE BOXERS
4 One of the features at the Georgia be decided
defray the expenses of the state
during the meet, the most
kind whatsoever.. It is administered
4
,
The longest and highest punts notable among them
brighly decorated With "flo tra
troops recently sent to McComb City
being the Monti-cell- o
and appropriate pictures and
from the time they are kicked until
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
in connection with the strike of Illihandicap at one mile for all bunting
mottoes. The annlversarv
to
descend
are
the
field,
they
nois
Central
rarely
Kid
Lemmel
of
the
Kid
McCoy and
shopmen.
ages;
Exchange Handicap, at a were
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and finanheld in a large tent, where 'the-mile and a sixteenth, for three-year- Evansville, Ind., will meet at Gary, are in the air more than 3 or 3
cially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
crowa
.
seconds.
listened to addresses by ConCALIFORNIA CLUB WOMEN.
olds
10.
and
November
Ind.,
over; the Lynn Haven Handcondition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
Harvard and Yale have not crossed icap, a
Placerville, CaL, Nov. 1. Placer-vill- e
Fight fans in the south are highly
of a mile dash gressman T. Rainey and otber
ers of prominence
is entertaining during the re- elated over Tommy Dixon who fights each other's goal line Bince Yale for
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
. a
Thankseivine
In
1907.
turned
trick
conmainder
the
There
week
this
of
annual
In
the
race
one
of
the
class.
selling
mile
a
and furlongj
featherweight
government of Australia and other state governments and
vention of the northern district of the
The New York promoters say that should be something doing in the 1911 ror
and over, and the
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
Seven-eleve.
I
California Federation of Women's unless decisions are given in bouts game.
Merchants' selling race, a six and a
OFF FOR AUSTRALIA.
United States and foreign countries.
clubs. It is the tenth meeting and in that citj, the game will soon be
half furlong affair for all ages.
Vaucouver, J. C, Nov. 1. With the
from present indications it will be down and out.
'
TO INSPECT AUTO FACTORIES.
Literature and full information will be
good wishes of a host of friends and
the most successful as well as the
New York, Nov. 1. A good-sizeadmirers the American team which,
'
furnished upon application
LUTHERANS IN SESSION
best attended ever held in this part
delegation representing the Ameri
will try to bring back from Australia
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
of the state. The social program becan Society of Automobile Engineers
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 1. The annual the Dwlght F. Davis
Three-Da- y
International
gins tonight ?lth a reception in honor Your druggist will refund money if sailed on the Maure tarda today to convention of the Lutheran Synod of Tennis CUD- sailed frr S!vn
PAZO
to
cure
OINTMENT
falls
of
any
the
state
In"'""'F lUUttjr
attend a Joint meeting with the
Georgia opened In this city today and on the
president, Mrs. Russell
Call or Write
steamship Valandia. The capcase of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or corporated Institution of Automobile will continue in session until the
Judson Waters of Los Angeles.
first tain of the team is William A.
Lamed
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c. Engineers. The meeting will be held of next week. The attendance
in- - of New
York, seven times lawn tennis
in London next week and after it is eludes more than one hundred dele
singles champion of the United States.
For coughing, dryness and tickling
concluded the American party will in gates and visitors, among whom are The
''
512 North Second Street
other members nf- thaw a
Phone 321
in the throat,
hoarseness and all
MUOUWl ,
FIGHTS. FOR TONIGHT.
spect many of the largest automobile leading ministers and prominent lay
team are Beals C.
challenging
coughs unci colds, take Foley's Honey - Eddie
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
10
vs.
factories in England and on the con- members of the denomination from Of B08ton.
Wright'
Jack Dillon,
McGoorty
and Tar Compound.
O. G. Schaefer
ftnd MnnHr.
i
rounds, at Indianapolis.
tinent,
all parts of the state.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
I
of California. ,
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with th" statute to
such cases made and provided, we,
the undersigned county commission
ers within and for the county of San
Miguel, hereby proclaim and give
public notice of an election to be held
in the several precincts of said counSanta Fe. N. M., N'ov.
O ico will measure
ty on Tuesday, the seventh day of No
mounIts
man
I
love
the
for
man
country,
people,
up
Bursum. republican candidate
gov! with
for
and
tains, plains
valleys; its great riv vember. A. D. 1911, the object and
any of them.
ornor. spoke here in the
hall of
ers
broad
and
Its blue skies purpose of which is to elect persons
mesas;
xesentativea at the capitol Ia8t
"And the people in New Mexico are
to the various
offices hereinafter
health-givinnlg
and its
sunshine.
ai .30 o clock.
honorable, thinking,
see New Mexico one ot named.
to
want
"I
good all around American citizens and
The officers to be voted for, the
His eye8 bright, hl
it is a real pleasure to get among the great states In the Union, its re- names of various candidates for each
Bt6p
vigorous
nd apparently
sources
its
developed,
people happy
h
and tireless them and to feel, as I feel, that these
of said offices as the same are on file
as the day he
began the campaign, Mr. people are going to make a state we and busy, its business and enterpjse
In the office of the probate clerk of
Bursum evldenu7 had
and
the
man
in
who
tolls
prosperous
Buffered not a can be proud of.
hit from the arduous
any capacity whatever, getting his this county, and the postofflce ad
campaigning
"And you take those men who have share of the
dress of each of Bald candidates are
tripe which have carried him
good things to life.
come into New Mexico and have filed
through
"I do not caro what may be uttered as follows:
the counties to eastern New
to the Pecos valley and to Mexico, n upon homesteads. The nerve and en- against me, for my record is clean
Representatives In Congress.
the
In accordance

BURSUXI FRESH
FROM TOUR OF THE STATE

PREDICTS CERTAIN REPUBLICAN VICTORY

l.Hllm

rL

.

hard-workin-

u

--

.

south-wester-

counties.

"I'm not a bit tired," 8ald Mr. Bur-su"and I have enjoyed
my trip
because I like to get out
among the
JopI talk with them and meet
"them man for man.
V
"I have certainly receive fho
greatest courtesy everywhere I have
gone, over in some of the banner
democratic counties, I have fceen
treated royally and I appreciate the
spirit shown by the audiences I have
lad and their open and frank discussions as individuals,' when I met them
personally.
y "The more a man travels around In
this great new state irrespective of
party or politics, the more he is
with the fact that while we
Tiave. people here whose forefathers
, have been here for generations, that
while we have people from the east,
the north, the south, from all over
"this great land of our nation, we have
citizenship that can not be equaled
In any state and I don't care what
state it is. The people of New Mex

ergy and courage that it takes to re- and I am before the people
openly,
claim land now, when so many easier
n
basis.
honestly and on a
paths of acquiring a home are open It is not mere honor that appeals to
to the people, is one of the very best me in this
the
campaign such-aindications of the manner in which election to
any office in the first statethe resources of this state, down to hood
campaign ' at the hands of the
the minutest detail, are going to be voters would
be, but it la an honest
developed. ,It takes nerve and energy love for this great state, of its people
and persistence to build up any state, and of its future. I
expect to spend
or any farm, or any ranch or any bus- all the
years of mty life
remaining
iness. . It took lots of it back to those here and to build
up and prosper and
days when this was a wild country, a grow with New Mexico
and her peofrontier infested with Indians and ma- ple.'
rauders and it takes it today as It
"The republican party Is the party
took it then, only along newer lines, j of
progress and of prosperity and to
"Politically, I am of the opinion New Mexico at this time. It can point
that the first state government to New with pride to its record. Under state
Mexico is going to be organized by a j government, with the election of our
own officials and with the impetus
The re-republican administration.
which statehood will give in every
state
ticket will be elected
publican
the republican .party : can do
line,
W a good majority and it will organ- lze a good, conservative, honest and many times what it has done in the
past, to Insure that under statehood
economical government. '.
we shall prosper as never before.
"Most of my life since I was a
"I feel that 1 know the people of
mere bay has been spent right here New Mexico
pretty well and I believe
in New Mexico. All I have or ever ex- that
every, man on the republican
pect to have is here. I could never ticket is going to be elected on Noleave New Mexico. My home Is here, vember 7."
man-to-ma-

s

1

Bursum is reacting with double force. publicans will carry It by the largest
From all over the stats you can majority they have ever had.
hear the people decry .such methods
The democratic bosses hoped until
as the democratic-progressiv- e
gang Is the county ticket was put up that
Even the strong democratic they could carry Bernalillo county.
using.
papers in the Pecos valley, where Ha- - Veteran democrats today admit that
german lives, are openly kicking over they cannot carry that county and
the line and declaring that the kind they are Only hoping to cut the repubof a fight that is being waged against lican majority there as much as
Bursum Is absolutely wrong, from any
standpoint.
"With a Hearst newspaper edition,
Bursum is proving himself a big with their promises out to help
DEMOCRATIC LEADERS, REALIZ
He Hearst In the next national conven
man and a strong candidate.
ING FIGHT 13 HOPELESS, NOW
could ask nobbing more than (for tion, with open strife in their own
,
THY TO CUT MAJORITIES.
Hagerman to follow him about, from ranks assailing them, the democratic
to town, where the people could bosses and their machine-madtown
ticket
A few days ago the democratic
bosses were talking about a demo- have a chance to meet both person are fleeing from the record of their
ally and to compare them.
party in Niw Mexico, past and pres
cratic land slide it was in the air
The democratic-progressiv- e
ticket, ent
this was a democratic year and some
The democratic ticket from top to
more such slush for the benefit of the from top to bottom, is a poor one.
Some of the men on It have never bottom is defeated and
by a repubproletariat.
been , heard of and are unknown out- - lican land slide.
. .
'
But it appears that the only thing
sldo of their own counties. Men of
in the air just now is the democratic
the
stripe of McGill, who seeks to be HEAiRINGS ON FULL CREW BILL.
ticket, unless it is likewise the demattorney
general and who has a rec . Trenton, N. J., Nov. 1. The state
bosses.
ocratic
,
cases in five years, five Board of
ord
of
eight
Public Utilities commissionInstead of a democratic land slide
of which he lost in one way and an- ers
of which the bosses were talking, the
began public hearings to
today
which
Is
one
of
other
and
pending
signs point strongly to a republican still, are enough to disgust any one consider the provisions of the so- called full crew bill. The bill provides
land slide and one of the good, old with the democratic
party and Us that every passenger train having five
fashioned kind, too, that sweepB
.
ability to do things.
cars oi more, operating in New Jereverything before' it.
court nominations sey, shall have a crew consisting of
The
supreme
made
the
bosses
The democratic
the democrats and progress- one engineer, one fireman, one con
mistake of listening to the siren song made by
aroused the derision of ductor, one baggageman, one brake-mahave
ives,
Pecos
the
from
of the millionaire
democratic
attorneys who
even
the
.
.
RllH
and one flagman. The railroads
11
n
TiJ
.Ilia
irriT-n
n
IT
PWR
n
will neer vigorously opposed the measure when
they
hoping
deceived
then,
;
They
have to go before that body with a it came before the legislature last
selves. Now they have awakened to
caee of any consequence. The mem- winter and it was defeated. The sen'dead
Is
a
the fact that Hagerman
bers of that court could never be
one" politically a man out of touch elected and the democratic bosses re- ate, however, by resolution directed
the Utilities Board to Investigate the
state
new
the
with the people, with
alize it.
provision of the bill and report to
and with his own party.
for
Hanna
H.
R.
the next legislature.
of
selection
The
slanThe newspaper campaign of
has proved one of
nomination,
that
O.
Hold
villification
against
der and
the sorriest works of the democratic
convention. They have to keep Hanna in seclusion as much as possible
HANDS WOULD CRACK
during the campaign, believing, that
the fewer people he taiks with, the
more votes he will get.
OPEN AND BLEED
Scrofula is a disease usually
Van Stone of Estancia on the cormanifested in childhood, though poration commission is nothing more
some who are victims of the trouble than a puppet of Levi A. Hughe? ande Blisters Formed, Skin Scaled Off,
"precinct in
reach manhood or womanhood be- cannot carry his own said
and Flesh. Burned and Itched
is
Hughes pat
It
county.
of
fore there is any manifestation
the
in
hope
commission
Dreadfully. Healed by Less Than
on
the
him
the trouble; bat no matter at what that he might be elected and ns corOne Cake of Cuticura Soap and
be
One Box of Cuticura Ointment. age it shows, the disease germs are poration commissioner, he might conin the blood, and until they are re- able to secure the payment of a
tba
"About two months ago my hands started
moved there cannot be a healthy siderable sum of money owln? conto crack open and bleed, the skin would
a
by
company
Mercantile
The
scale
Hughes
off, and the good flesh would burn and
ordinary
condition of the body.
which undertook a
Itch dreadfully. When my
company
struction
swollen
Scrofula
are
a
hands first started to get
symptoms cf
to build the
ago,
few
years
sore, there were small
disblisters like water blisters
glands about the neck, scalp
railway. ..
which formed.
They
the
that
weak
so
is
eases, shin affections, poor physical
ticket
The
itched dreadfully, it Just
atnas
o.
few
a
within
flays
etc.
o.
o.
seemed as though I could
bosses decided
development,
tear tne skin all off. I
an
cured thoasands of cases of Scrofula. ter It was nominatedto to devo.e
would scratch them and
McDonald
pull
to trying
the skin would peel off,
It is the greatest of all blood puri- their time They
and the flesh would be
have even abandoned
the
through.
into
down
all red and crack open
fiers, and by going
are
and
now
fighting
McDonald
and bleed. It worried me
the
germs
and
down
removing
circulation
to try and cut
very much, as I had never had anything the
only
I was so afraid I would
skin.
with
my
and poisons, and enriching the blood the republican majority. If ttey can. matter
have to give up my employment.
The democratic landslide has gme
hv the creation of nutritive corpus
''I consulted my doctor, and he said he
It has proved nn Ml didn't think it would amount to anything.
makes
a
a
permanent
pllmmerins.
S.
S.
S.
But It
cles,
getting worse. One day I saw
Burstim virl lis old x'.V. a piece kept
crcam.
in one of the papers about a lady who
cure. o. D.o.isu pui v
his
wavs.
same
had
trouble with her hands. She
frank
the
lib honest open,
used Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
talks, his had
bis clean-cu- t
remeay, maae
bearing,
mnnly
cured. I decidod to try them, and my
and barks, and icnowledee of men and of principles, was
hands were oil healed before I had used one
saving roots, herbs
of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
cake
lor
sate
combined
persons
Ta oerfectly
"j
much for the
Ointment. I am truly thankful for the good
conditions. of is proving too
jPi;flte
in
tnose
or
his
newspaper
Jh
of
rrlVP
jire.
Hagerman,
results from the Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
' strength
health. No one neea i
for thanks to them I was cured, and did not
and the entire democratic party.
e c t0 a child, follows
have to lope a day from work. I hava had
a
to
bosses
democratic
thought
no return of the skin trouble." (Signed) Mrs.
it will bring - The
bless10"S'?ite,Wldren will be a
few days ago that they would carry Mary E. Brcig, 2522 Brown Street, PhilaFa., Jan. 12, 1911.
or
your
If
you
Torrance county. They will lose that delphia,
to tue rparents.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
county by 300 votes. They thought everywhere, but those who wish to try them
may do so by sending to
with the aid of Miguel A. Otero, they vithout charge
either,
for
"rter Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 6A, Boston,
advice-ncharge
Fe
'
Santa
county.
could
They
carry
liberal
sample of each,
t,i'i 32-- book
tpsether
at drug stores.
on the skin and scalp.
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candidates:

Republican

George

Curry, Tularosa, N. M.; Elf ego Baca,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Democratic candidate ' Harvey B.
Fergusson, Albuquerque, N. M.; Pas

Valverde, Clayton, N. M. Socialist candidates: J. W. Hanson,
Las Vegas, N. M.; C. Cutting, Aztec,
N M.

For Governor.
Republican candidate: K O. Bur
sum, Socorro, N. M.
Democratic candidate: W. C. Mc
Donald, Carrizozo, N. M.
Socialist candidate: Dr. T. C. Rivera, Chamita, N,;M.
For Lieutenant Governor.
Republican candidate:
Malaqulas
,
Martinez, 3aos,. N. M.
Democratic candidate: E. C. de
Baca, Lag Vegas, N. M.
Socialist candidate: Charles F. God'
dard, Carrizozo, N. M.
For Secretary of State.
Republican candidate: Secundina
Romero; Las Vegas, N. M.
Demleratic
candidate: ' Antonio
Lncero, Las Vegas, N. M.
Socialist candidate. C. R. Cameron,
i

Deming, N. M.

For State Auditor.
Republican candidate: William G.
Sargent, El Rito, N. M,
Democratic candidate:
Francisco
Delgado, Santa Fe, N. M.
Socialist candidate: A. K. Gore, Ala.

-

mogordo,

N. M.

1,

1911.

THRU

Eaca. Las Vegas, N. M.
For State Representative 29th Representative) District
Candidate:
Manuel
Republican
Xlanzanares, Ft Suruner, N. M.
Democratic Candidate:
Anaelmo
Gonzales, Sanchez, N. M.
For State Representative from the
Sixth Representative District
Republican Candidates: George VS.
Tripp, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Jose
Lobato, Tecolote, N. M.; Francisco
Qulntana, Sapello, N. M.
Democratic Candidates: Pablo Her-rerSapello, N. M.; John L. Zimmerman, East Las Vegas, N .M.; Felix
E. Valdez, Las Vegas, N. M.
One County Commissioner from the
First County Commissioner District
Republican Candidate: Fidel Ortiz.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic candidate:
A))anacio
Sena, Mineral HilL
One County Commissioner from the
Second County Commissioner District.
Republican Candidate: Antonio A.
Gallegos, Villanueva, N. M.
Democratic Candidate: Julian Sandoval: Ribera, N. M.
One County Commissioner from the
Third County Commissioner District
John H.
Republican Candidate:
York, East Las Vogas, N. id". ,
Democratic candidate:
Otto G.
Schaefer, East Las Vegas, N. M.
One Sheriff
Republican Candidate: Roman Gallegos, San Jose, N. M.
Democratic Candidate:
Clements
Padifla, East Las Vegas", N. M.
One Assessor.
Manuel A.
Republican Candidate:
Sanchez, Sanchez, N. M.
Democratic candidate: Edward E.
Gehring, East Las Vegas, N. M.
One County Clerk
Lorenzo
Republican Candidate:
Delgado, Las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic Candidate:
Miguel A.
,
Baca, Las Vegas, N. M.
One Probate Judge
Adelaido
Republican Candidate:
Tafoya, Las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic Candidate:
Antonio
Solano, Las Vegas, N. M.
One Treasurer and
Collec-

a,

,

,

tor

'

'

'

Precinct
House.
Precinct

No. 32,

El Pueblo

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of George Daum, Deceased.
!
Territory cf New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk County
of San Miguel. N. M.
To All Whom It May 'Concern, Greet-

School

i

No. 33, Los VIgiles
House.
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House
of Luis Garcia.
Precinct No. 35, Las GalHnas-Seh- ool
Houbo.
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
School

ing:

You are hereby notified that the
sixth day of December, A. D. 1911, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
of Court, in and for the'Couflty and Ter-

House of Calletano Martinez.
Precinct No. 37, Cerrlto House
Epltacto Qulntana.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres-Sch- ool
House.
Precinct No. C?, Tecolotito House
of Rumaldo Castillo.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal House of
Gregorio Zamora.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo
House of Manuel Chavez.
No. 42, . Romertoville
Precinct
House of Juan C. Montoya.
Precinct No. 43, Los Fuertes
School House.
Precinct No. 44, OJItos Frios
School House
No. 45.
Precinct
Cherryvale
School House.
No. 46,
Precinct
Emplazado
School House.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs
School House.
Precinct
No. 48,
Trementlna
School House.'
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
House of Prospero Baca.
Precinct No. EO, Guadalupe House
of Matias Aragon.
Precinct No. i 51, San Ignacio
House of Cruz RolbaL
Precinct No. 62, Las Colonlas
House of Cleofes Garcia.
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa School
House.
Done at Las .Vegas, New Mexico,
this 28th day of October, 191U by the
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of San Miguel, New Mex-

ritory aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament ot said
George Daum, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 3rd
day of October, A. D. 191L
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court i
I

Territory of New Mexico,
County ot San Miguel.
In the Probate Court
In the matter of the estate of Bertha Hveenv deceased.
Notice of time of proving last will
and testament.
To Whom It May Concern:
You are hereby notified that
day of November A. D., 1911, at
10 o'clock to the forenoon has been
fixed and appointed by the Judge of
the above entitled court, for the hearing and proof of any instrument purporting' to be the last will and testament of Bertha Hveem, deceased, and
tor the hearing of objections to the
"
probate of the same.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and afflxea the seal of
said court, this 17th day of October,
the-20t-

A. D. 1911.

1

DELGADO.
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court, Saa Miguel County, New Mexico.
LORENZO

1

ico.

(Seal)
.ROMAN GALLEGOS,
WEDDING AT FORT SHERIDAN.
Chairman of the Board of County
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. Guests froml
Commissioners.
and other eastern cities
Washington
Attest:
were in attendance at the wedding at
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Fort Sheridan today of Miss Jeanette
Frances Clark, daughter of Major and
It's a woman's privilege to change Mrs. Charles C. Clark, and Captain
Eugenlo her mind, but she generally gets such Wilfred Ballard Carr, of the Sixth
small change for It,
Field Artillery, V. S. A.

Republican Candidate:
For State Treasurer.
Romero, Las Vegas, N. M.
Solvestre
Republican candidate:
Democratic Candidate:
Napoleon
Mirabal, San Rafael, N. M.
B. Fontaine, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic Candidate: O. N. Mar.
One County Superintendent of
ron, Albuquerque, N. M.
8choola
Socialist candidate: T, A. Chastatn,
Candidate: M. F. Des
uepubllcan
Willard, N. M,
Marals, Las Vegas. N. M.
For Attorney General.
Democratio Candidate:
Eleuterio
Republican candidate: Frank W. Baca, Las Vegas, N. M.
'N.
M.
Clancy, Albuquerque,
One County Surveyor
Democratic candidate: W. R. McRepublican Candidate:
George E.
Gill, La Lande, N. M.
Morrison, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Socialist candidate: A. I McDon- Democratio Candidate: Vincent K.
ld. Clayton.
,
Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M-For Superintendent of Public Instruc-tloThat the place where said election
is to be held in each precinct In said
Andrew B. county of San Miguel is as follows:
Republican candidate:
Stroup, Albuquerque, N. Si- Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House
Democratic candidate: 'Alvin. N. of Jesus Serna.
White, Silver City, N. M.
leclnct No. 2, La Cuesta House
Mrs. Lurlyne of Antonio Gallegos.
Socialist candidate:
Lane, Alto, N. M.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South
For Commissioner of Publlo Lands. House of Enrique Sena.
' ;
Republican candidate: Robert P.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote House of
Ervlen, Clayton, N. M.
'
Juan T. Gurule.
Democratic candidate: J. L.. Emer
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North
son, Knowles, N. M.
House of Pilar Abeytia,
Socialist candidate: W. C. Tharp,
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
St Vrain, N. M.
House of Felipe Baca y Garcia.
For Justices of the Supreme Court
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio House
Frank W. of Felix Sandoval.
Republican candidates:
Parker, Las Cruces, N. M.; Clarence
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas
J. Roberts, Raton, N. M.; Edward R. House of Dionlclo Barela.
Wright, Alamogordo, N. M.
Precinct No. 9, Pecos House of
Summers
Democratic candidates:
Ribera.
Pedro
A.
Burkhart, Albuquerque, N. (M.; W.
No. 10, Chaperito House
Precinct
Dunn, Roswell, N. M.; R. II. Hanna,
of
Garduno.
Pedro
Santa Fe, N. M.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo
For Members of State Corporation
School House.
Commission.
I
Prontnrt Nn 19 Ttnwn HnliA of
Republican 'candidates: George W. Telesfor Archuleta.
Arm! jo, Santa Fe, N. M.; Hugh H.
Precinct No. 13, Roclada School
Williams, Deming, N. M.; M. S. House.
i
Groves, Carlsbad, N. M.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of
Democratic candidates: O. L. Owen,
Anacleto Montoya.
Clovis, N. M.; Severino Martinez,
Precinct No. 15, Manuelitas School
Black Lake, N. M.; G. H. VanStone,
House.
"
'
Estancia, N. M.
Precinct No. 16, Union House of
Socialist candidates: W. T. Holmes, Francisco
Arguello.
Farmington, N. M.; W. P. Metcalfe,
No. 17, San
Patricio
Precinct
N.
M.; P. J. Staggs,
Albuquerque
School House.
Roswell, N. M.
Mlshawaka
Precinct No. 18,
For District Judge.
School House.
David J.
Republican candidate:
Precinct No. 19, McKinley School
Leahy, East Las Vegas, N. M.
'
House.
G.
Democratic candidate: William
.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan
Haydon, East Las Vegas, N. M.
For District Attorney.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colarada
Republican, candidate: Charles W.
House of Macario Leyba.
G. Ward, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso House
Democratic candidate: George H
of
Alejandro Rodarte.
Hunker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose--Ho- use
For State Senator, First Senatorial
of Nestor Sena,
District.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre
Republican Candidate: John
School House.
,
Clark, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca-Hou- se
Democratic candidate: Elmer E
of Isldoro Duran.
Veeder, Las Vegas, N M.
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos-Ho- use
For State Senator, Second Senatorial
of Jose N. Gallegos.
District
No. 27, San Pablo House
Na
candidate:
Precinct
Juan
Republican
of Dario Atencio.
varro, Roy, N. M.
Democratic candidate: Herbert W
Precinct No. 28, Chaves House of
Brown, Wagon Mound. N. M.
George Chaves.
For State Senator of the Third SenaPrecinct No. 29, East Las Vegas-C- ity
torial District
Hall.
Louis C.
Republican Candidate:
Precinct No. 30, Canon Manuelitas
Ilfeld, Las Vegas, N. M.
House of Benigno Trujillo.
Democratic Candidate:
Filadelfo
Precinct No. 31, Puerteclto House
N-.-

of Crecenclo Martinez.

,
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the answer to
every Baking Problem.
It's Firver-Whit- er
More Uniform.
ard
Made
by L ARABE E S

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS.

ROGERS j SILVECRWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;
A

Gross, Kelly

Co.

(Et

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

National
Fabric

.

Best Rubber Collars and Cuff

School-House-

All

Stylet.

.

1

--

'.;

I

ALTMORE

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to IS In.
i.

Sizes

Frqnt2'4Ih..
I
Back

Distributors

In.

1 1

to I8&IN.

Front IX In.
Back I A In.

RETAIL PRICES- 2,000
1,000
200
60
Loss

lbs. Of Mors, Each Dsllvsry
lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dal Ivory
lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each D II vary
Iba. to 200 lbs
Each Dsllvory
Than 60. lbs., Each Dtfllvary

AGUA

PUM

20e psr 10f lb.
25o por 100 lbs.
Oo par too Iba.
400 par 100 Iba.
60c per 10C it.a.

COMlPAlNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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bitesi, dt New Jersey, f.'oO, or as in rule but their own good ' sense for
the case of the eon of Charles H. Mor- their guidance."
ris of New York, six cento, or the
Andrew J. Smith, attorney with ofdaughter of Mrs. O. FiaUr of New fices in the Pulitzer Building', said:
--

Tfis

I F. Gi fiord is in Las Vegas from
his home in El Paso on business. '
Charles A. Spiess returned today
from a short business trip to Santa
Fe.
W. VV. Nichols, of Clovis, arrived
this afternoon on a business trip to
Las Vegas.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned thia
afternoon from a short business trip
to Wagon Mound.
William Shillinglaw and a party of
friends, drove to the mountains today
for a pleasure trip.
E. D. Dayuolds, cashier of the First
National hank, returned this afternoon from Santa Fe.
Mrs. Larry Clevenger returned last
night from Albuquerque where,t,she
has been visiting friends.
4
Dr. H. E. Goelitz, head physician.
at the Santa Fe hospital, returned last
night from a short trip to Albuquer-- ,
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the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a
moment
In prescription filling.
Every
prescription
leaving
our
tore is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. Tea may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Mm

BEG Co.

Plioue Main

;

que.

John Ma hews, accompanied.,
b, his
Adler Mathews, came in from
their farm near Cherry vale, this morn

Tailored

ing.
P. E. Kkler,

a Santa Fe omcial from
La Junta, came in last night on a
business trip, returning to Colorado
today.
'
Harry White, the wool man, left
this afternoon for Santa Fe and will
be in the Capital City several days on
business.
H. W. Brown, of the Brown Broker
age company of Denver, arrived last
night and was in Las Vegas today on
business.
E. H. Taylor, of the Foster & Tay
lor agency of Denver, came in from
the north last night and was in Las
Vegas today on business.
Charles Lamb, of Albuquerque,
came in from the north this after
noon, stopping off in Las Vegas on
his way to the Duke City on business- C. W. Coberly has arrived from
his home in Indiana and will reside
in Las Vegas for some time. He will
enter the employe of the Gehring
Hardware company.
Mrs. A. R. Kingsbury and three
boys, accompanied bp Mrs. Kings
bury's mother, Mrs. Modeman, will
leave tomorrow night for Paterson, N.
J., where they will reside.
of .the
Joe Taichert, proprietor
Taichert clothing store, who has been
in the East on a purchasing trip: and
on a visit with relatives m Louisville, Ky., is expected to return tp
Las Vegas the latter part of this
week.
Mrs. D. W. Daly of Fort Madison,
la., arrived this afternoon and will Be"
the guest of Mrs. H. J. Ryan for sev
eral days. Mrs. Daly has been visiting In Texas and the southern part
of New Mexico and is on her trip
"
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layman is apt to feel that
there should he no difference in a
jury's estimation, of the value of the
child of a rich man and of a poor
man; no difference between the intellectual child of Intelligent parents
and the equally loved dull child of the
uneducated.
Most lawyers agree that no one can
say what is the exact value of a
child's life at eight years. At that
age it is still problematical whether
the child will prove a provident and
virtuous member of the community
and take care of his possibly desti- j tute parents, or will turn out a scape
l
grace, iiuwever, mere are some
are
which
upon
grounds
juries
instructed to arrive at their verdict.
Clark L. Jordan, attorney of No.
154 Nassau street, said:
"In my opinion juries are best ahle
to determine the damage, and the
verdict is generally right, unless it
appears that it. has been Influenced
by prejudice or passion. It Is impossible for any one to tell Just what
the life of a child Is worth. The value
of the child's probable services to
the parents is the true measure and
It must of necessity be more or less
vague, because no one can tell what
a child will develop Into."
Justice Alexander FInellte of the
City court said:
"If a child's injuries are of any
enormity and caused solely by the
negligence of defendant, with no contributory negligence on the part of
the child or Its, parents, the jury's
award is not disturbed by the court.
When a ' child is killed the amount
to be paid will depend largely upon
the amount of negligence shown by
the parents. Large awards have been
given where there was no negligence
on the part of the plaintiff and have
never been disturbed. The juries are
judges of the facts, and take into consideration, in some cases of injuries
where death has not resulted, whe'her
the child will be handicapped in earning a living. In case of death it depends on the probable earning power
of the child during its minority."Former Judge, now Congressman
.
Henry M. Goldfogle, said:
"By reason of the limitation imposed by the statute the damages
must be confined to a fair and 'just
compensation. ' for' Che pecuniary in'
juries. What the pecuniary injuries
may be depends .upon the circumstances attending;the deceased at the
time of his or her death. It is a very
There is
dljncuJ.thinOj'measure.
ho ' particular gauge described, save
that it must be confined to damages
In scrae
of a pecuniary character.
cases, as, for instance, in the case of
an assault, a libel, penatlve or vindictive, exemplary damages may be
awarded that is, damages by way of
punishment or example to the
but in the case of death resulting from negligence . or lecklessneBS
of the defendant the law limits the
recovery of pecuniary damages.
"But a wide latitude is nevertheless permitted under the statute, fov
it declares that' the estate of the deceased, for the benefit of the husband, wife or next of kin, may be
swarded such sum as the Jury or
the court if the action is tried without a jury- - deems to be fair and just
compensation for the pecuniary injuries. :'"'.-:.- .
"At one time the law limited the
amount to $5,000,. but now there is no
limit; each case must therefore rest
on Its own peculiar facts as they are
disclosed by the evidence on the trial
"I can conceive of a case where
the loss to a family of a 'healthy child
would occasioa Very large pecuniary
damages, because it ia not infrequent
that such a child,. If living, would have
been of" great and immeasurable
pecuniary benefit to its family.
"In the caseo! Birkett against the
Knickerbocker Ice company, In which
i appeared that the plaintiff's daughyearB old, was
ter, four and one-hakilled through the negligent and reckless act of the defendant, when the
question of the measure of damages
came up for review, the plaitaiff having recovered a verdict, the defendant's counsel coutended that as the
child was a girl of only four and a
half years the plaintiff was entitled
'
to but 'nominal damages.
"The court, all the judges concurring said through Judge Earle:
" 'The rule of damages In such, cases is a difficult one to apply. The
pecuniary Injuries, for which recovery can only be had, are always difficult of precise proof, uncertain and
problematic," and what should be a
proper compensation , must . always,
upon such proof as can be made, be
left to the Judgment of the Jury. In
estimating the pecuniary value of this
child to her next of kin the Jury
could take into consideration all the
probablerot even the possible benefits
to them from her
wMchhigftL-resul- t
life, Modified, as in their estimation
geu-era-
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about six weeks in Illinois and Wisconsin, returned to Las Vegas, this afternoon. Miss Gladys Trainer, who accompanied her mother, remained in
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INSTALL

COLLEGE HEAD
Morgantown, W. Va., Nov. 1. With
President Taft heading the list of dis-

tinguished visitors, the inauguration
here today of Dr. Thomas E. Hodges
as president of - West . Virginia
day in
proved a
the history of the jnstltutlon. Among
the noted educators present were
President Alderman of the University of Virginia, President Thompson
of Ohio State University, President
Perry of Miarietta' College, President
Welch of Ohio Wesleyan University
and President Sparks of Pennsylvania
State College. The attedance included also many alumni and other
friends of the university from all
social standing are given higher
awards than those of less social pro
minence.

COOK'S

BOOK

There is no

Its FELEE .

r

SiJk4

Read Careftlllv

In th wonderful K C Cook's Book, Mrs. Janet
McKenzie HU1, of Boston Cooking School
housewife
how
to become an expert cook how to prepare
fame, tells every
dishes
the family will go simply wild over what you set
such appetizing
before them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
time if the few simple suggestions are followed.
'
BVCAN GUARANTEE
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared

iii

j

at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we

want you to know exactly what K l Baking
Powder is and what it will do for you in
your own kitchen , You need this won- tlerlul Doofc it is ol vital importance
to every housewife.
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AT SCHAEFbR'S DRUG STORk
AND GET A BOX OF ""J'"'

STOP

tiEvitrs purity ca nor

r,v-

Uni-ve-rsi-

red-lett-

Sterling Silver Picture Frames
inall sizes and at very
reasonable prices.

ROBERT
CASCARET8 CURE

.

.

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

A

BILIOUS

OPTICIAN

HEADACHE

Gently but thoroughly clease your
Liver, Stomach and Bowels and
you feel great by morning.
You're bilious, you have a throb
ting sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your Hps are
parched. No wonder you feel ugly,
mean and
Your sytsem
is full of bile not properly passed on,
and what you need is A cleaning up
inside. Don't continue being a; bilious
nuisance to yourself and those who
love you, and don't resort to harsh
physics that Irritate and injure.
that every disorder of the
stomach, liver and Intestines can be
quickly cured by morning with gentle, thorough fcascarets they work
box from
Vhile you sleep. A
syour dnrggtst will keep you and the
entire family feeling good for months.
Children love to take Cascarets, because they taste good and never gripe
or sicken.
rr

,

10-ce-

CHAS. LEWIS
'

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

For pains .in the side or chest
dampen a piece of flannel with Chamberlain's Liniment and bind it on over
the seat of pain. There is nothing
better. For sale by all drugists.
Subscribe for, The Optic

at

"I am pleased to recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as the best
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
and it has never failed to give relief."
For sale by all druggists.

r

Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

soutsit; &ki&&it

lf

--
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"When courts in some Jurisdictions
award a parent one cent damages fo."
the negligent killing of a child, while
in other jurisdictions they award
$15,000 and $20,000, it naturally
excites comment; and very properly
so when one considers that these different jurisdictions are often separ
ated only by an imaginary line. The
explanation Is that the courts look up
on the situation from different view
points and therefore see opposite
sides. One might consider that a
child was a burden, requiring constant care and attention, that It was
an eyer increasing expense and that
when grown it would be under no obligation to repay the parents for their
outlay. Another would look at I
real grievance of the parents, their
mental anguish, and would say that
no amount off money would fu"y com
pensate them, but would nward from
$5,000 to $20,000 as an arproach to it
Viewed from this side it might appear
to be one of sentiment,
in which
courts are 'supposed not to indulge,
yet there have been few cases into
which sentiment and sympathy have
not entered.
"The amount of damages is, I
think, and should be determined to
quite an extent by the social and financial standing of the 'plaintiff and
the financial standing the defendant.
I think that precedent sustains this.
I haye often noticed that persons ( f
.
social standing.

.

C. W. SUMMERLIN,

-

after a visit

Jersey,

We overbought on Blankets
and Comforts this geaBon and
must start In and cut the price
to reduce the stock.
OFF FOR CASH,
on all Blankets and Comfortsr
for TUESDAY and WEDNES-

n

son,

Ladies

Big Blanket
Sale

PERSONALS

Ffesctiplionist

nvMiudHlM. Prevalent
President
PRANK SPR1NOEH, Vl

D. T. HOSKINS.

I A.S

Chlr

VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
;;;
Si

,;;;,

old
the put
it

way

in a stocking and secret it
in some place that the dullest witted thief was sure to
discover when he came prowling around in the small hours
of the 'niorningr.

of saVlng'tneney was to

1

THE NEW WAY

is to. take any sum exceeding one dollar to

VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
THE LAS
--

and" deposit

it there to the credit of your account.

from fire and theif and such savings
deposits will earn 4 per cent interest.

The money
--

;?iiVE6AS,'SAyiNiG8'.'BANE

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

made by men who might, have been
"li'ii'-il)ti.it'tii-f- r
to some extent reckless, but he
thought the best of the airmen had
not been reckless. No one could
speak of the Wright brothers as reckless. The successful airman! who
might not be an engineer at the beginning, ought to become one if he
wanted to do the best with his ma
chine. It was in the proper training !
of men that very much good might
be done.
No flying machine could be anything but fragile. This fragility could
be minimized by skillful work in design and structure, and the machine
ATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
should be so buflt as to minimize
TISEMENTS
as well as weight There
Flv wflti par line each Insertion
was a great field open for Improve
Estimate six ordinary words to a
ment
.
in. No ad to occupy lata apaca than
wo Unas. All advartlaomanta cha raid will b booked at apace actually
et, without regard to number of
'
ord
Caah In advance preferred.

T5he

CAN BE CROSSED
BY AIRSHIP

I
'

;

I

WLM

i MACHINE THAT WILL CARRY 1,500
POUNDS 60 MILES AN HOUR
.
MUST BE MADE.

I

Optic

COLUMN

London. Nov. 1. A. B. Berniman of
London In a paper read before the en
glneerlng and mathematical sections
of the British Association at Portsmouth said that if the aeroplane of
the future is to carry heavy loads and
to fly far and fast without interrupts
lng its journey must be more efficient
than the aeroplane of today. The
air, like the ocean, permits of full
epeea aneaa au me ume, sou a opeou
f 60 miles per hour through the air
would halve the present latest crossing of the Atlantic.
Before an uninterrupted
journey
across the 1,700 miles that separate
the nearest adjacent points of land
could be accomplished by a machine
carrying only two men it would have
to be shown that an aeroplane could
lie built capable of carrying at least
1,500 pounds of useful load at sixty
miles per hour at a gliding; angle
more nearly in the order of one In
teven than the angle of one In four
r five which, at present represents
;he efficiency of a good modern flier.
''
Except bo far as a pilot might be
able to economize as soaring birds
do by taking advantage of favorable
air currents, skillful control has noth--;
lag to do withl the theoretical possl-- ;
blllties of the aeroplane In undertak-ing- s
of this order, which may be
by the aid of simple arith- -

I

NOT MANY JOKES
BY HALLOWE'EN
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HONEYS TAR
COMPOUND

For over ibree decades a fp.rorite
household . id xine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CkOUP. WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take

at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may ooncern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
One dark red with white
face) hereford bull, about 4 years,
about 1,000 lbs.
Branded
On left ribs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 17, 1911. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911

2.

GIRLS

"I do not believe there is any other
medicine so good for whooping cough
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy."
writes Mrs. Francis Turpin, Junction
Estray Advertisement
City, Ore. This remedy Is also unIs hereby given to whom it
Notice
surpassed for colds and croup. For may concern that the
roiiowing desale by all druggists.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
TO PROMOTE CHILD WELFARE J. F. Armljo, San Jose, N. M.
One buckskin mare, 5 or
Portland, Ore., Nov. 1. A Child
Welfare exhibition, similar to the ex 6 years, 750 lbs. 10 hands.
A
hibitions held recently in New York
Branded
Q
and Chicago, was opened in the ar
On right hip
mory in this city today under "tie ausBranded r'
pices of the Oregon Congress of
On left hip
Mothers. Simultaneous with the ex
hibltlon, which will continue five days
there is to be held a conference for
Said animal being unknown to this
the discussion of the care of Infants,
the playground movement, settlement Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
work and kindred topics.
'" -:t
days after last appearance of this adA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
vertisement, said estray will be sold
That stops coughs quickly and cures by this Board for the benefit of the
colds Is Foley's Honay and Tar Com owner when found.
pound. Mrs. Anna Peizer, 2526 JefferCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I
can recommend Foley's Honey and
Albuquerque, N.. M.
Tar Compound as a sure cure for 1st pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
coughs and colds. It cured my daughter of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
Estray Advertisement
whole family with Foley's Honey and
Notice is hereby given, to whom it
Tar Compound. Everyone In our may concern that the following de
neighborhood speaks highly of it." scribed
estray animal was taken up by
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
Co.
One spotted cow, with
'
calf, about 6 years, 850 lbs.
Advertisement
Estray
i
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom 't
On left hip
concern
de
that the following
may
Said animal being unknown to th'.s
scribed estray animal was taken up by
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
M.
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N.
One black and white spot before' Nov. 17, 1911, Bald date being 10
days after last appearance of this adted horse, 900 lbs., 15 hands.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10 1st pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice Is hereby given to whom If.
owner when found.
may concern that the following de
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. F. Armijo, Albuquerque, N. M,
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub.Novv7, 1911
One bay horse, 10 or 12
years, 800 lbs.,, 10 or 12 hands.
Estray Advertisement'
Branded
,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On left hip
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Serafin Gonzales, Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One red mare, 7 years,
unless claimed by owner on or
L'oard,
400 lbs., 6 hands.
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
S"EF
Branded
day9 after last appearance of this ad
On left hip
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or cwner when found.
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
days after last appearance of this ad
Albuquerque, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold 1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911. scribed
estray animal was taken up by
J. W. Mayes, Alamo, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
one bay gildon, 7 years.
Notice is hereby given to whom it 750
'
lbs., 14 hands. may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
J. W. Mayes, Alamo, N. M.
Said animal being' unknown to this
One bay gildon, 8 or 9
Board, unless claimed by owner on cV
years, 700 or 800 lbs., 14 hands. '
bafore Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
Branded
'
days after last appearance of this ad
L
On right hip
vertisement, said estray will be sold
' Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ear mark
nil
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st
Oct.
27,
last
pub.
pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
Said animal being unknown to this
fcoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following de
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
Jose N.. Gonzales, Galisteo, N. M.
owner when found.
.
,
One sorrel cow, 16 or 17
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
700 lbs.
about
years,
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
uranaea
1st pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
n
On left hip
U H
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it .Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
may concern that the following de before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
scribed 'estray animal was taken up by days after last appearance of this ad
Adolfo Ortega, El Rlto, N. M.
vertisement said estray will be sold
One brown mare, 6 years, by this Board for the benefit of the
'500 lbs., 4
owner when found.
ft 5 inches.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,'
Branded
On left Bhoulder
Albuquerque, N. M.
K
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. T, 1911
Foard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adBackache, Headache, Nervousness
vertisement, said estray will be sold and rheumatism, both in men and
women, mean kidney trouble. Do not
by this Board for the benefit of the allow it to progress
beyond the reach
owner when found.
of medicine but stop it promptly with
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Foley Kidney Pills. They regulate
the action of the urinary, organs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Tonic in action, quick in results. O.
1st pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7. 1911. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

n

PAID

The two women have been doing
this work for years, and have saved
to the government the amount of
their annual salary a hundred times
over.
Not a scrap of paper is permitted to
be carried out of the treasury department until It has passed the censorship of the official examiners of the
waste baskets. There is a rule in
the service also that no envelope, letter or slip ofj paper shall be thrown
into a basket until it has been torn
or otherwise mutilated.
This disfigurement is a sign to the
examiners that the paper was intentionally thrown into tite basket. Consequently a sharp lookout is maintained by the two womri examiners
for unmarked envelope and official
looking papers.
It sometimes happens that a gust
of wind "will carry a bond or a check
from an official's desk and whisk It
into his scrap basket It Is almost as
safe there as if it reposed under lock
and key, for the chances are b, hundred to one in favor of the examiners

FOR

EXAMINING

To-wi-

"

Though careless property owners
left temptation in plenty within easy
reach of the Hallowe'en wanders last
ANTED Woman for general housenight, the spooky or are they really
work.
Apply 821 Eleventh street.
flesh and. blood marauders did less
damage and played less pranks than WANTED Girl for
light housework.
upon any other All Hallows Eve in the
322 Grand Ave.. Phone Olive 5272.
the
Las
Perhaps
of
Vegas.
history
revelers from the other sloe of the
tIGHER CLASS or better paying emStyx missed the ferry and were un
ployment than that of representing
able to get here in time to cut their
a leading mmery company is not
usual capers. Perhaps the flesh and
to be had. If you are ambitious to
blood Jubilants surveyed the unusual
better yonr condition, the opporsize of the city police force and detunity lies before you in entering
cided discretion should be practiced.
metlc
our employ. Salem Nursery Comwas
mano
real
use
At
matters
of
damage
In
any rate,
affectingthe
pany, Salem, Oregon.
chines in bad weather for dangerous done, so far as has been reported to
gen-;!
the police,
purposes and under dlfQculties
erally, nothing in the world gives any In Lincoln park a few of the
Perhaps a half
j clue to the future except the present benches were upset
state of the art, for which the in- dozen gates were stolen, while the FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptions. Notary seals and rectrepid' practice of pilots and the care same number of outbuildings were
ords at The Optic office.
of those who build machines are overturned. Some more or less witty
wholly responsible and deserving of legends were inscribed in soft soap
on the windows of the downtown
the utmost credit.
Dr. Shaw said if there was any wind stores. There the depredations ceased.
at all the airmen would not find the That ghosts have a real sense of
5moBphere either at rest or moving; humor is shown by the fact that be- ,'OR RENT A r.ew modern five room.
brick cottage, inquire 902 Third St.
i'h uniform velocity. It was char lated pedestrians who passed the
r. 'rlstlc of wind that it did not blow Christian tabernacle on Main street
front
iformly.. The slightest wind was near midnight discovered a group of fc'OR RENT Well furnished
- iect to oscillation. An average white clad forms dancing a jig within
Phone
room, 322 Grand avenue.
v
il of 20 miles an hour would oscll-,- . the building.
Olive 5272.
They had succeeded in
1
between 10 and 80 mlleB an hour effecting an entrance and were en
t - "he limits of oscillation were dlf- joying a dance in the center of the sudden ttart that
upset many a teant for different stations and the floor, from which they had removed
y
Ti7"e;n hftd to reckon with these. One the chairs.
i
Had the deacons of the kettle in the act of being lifted to
of the discoveries 'hat the airmen church known a dance was going on the stove. A few people stumbled
had to make was known as "hole In in their place of worship they prob over wires to which were attached a
t
On certain occasions he ably would not have slept so soundly number of tin cans. Their feelings
the air."
descended
without his own or so peacefully. Somebody shouted can best be described by what they
suddenly
consent. Meteorologists had been en that the police were coming and the said and The Optio, being a moral
sheet, refuses to print their exclama
deavorlnff to Bad out whether1 this jokers hurriedly made their escape.
It may have been that the Hallow- - tions.
rpo!e In the air" depended upon some
"Safe and sane," an expression
;i, phenomenon In the
atmosphere which e'eners really played the biggest joke
was entirely new or whether It was in the history of Hallowe'en foolish which has not been used since the
v due to some effect upon the
aeroplane ness when they refused to bother Fourth of July, may be dusted off and
of a phenomenon whose effect had property last night It certainly must inserted in this story as a competent
never been considered before. For have seemed strange to "Scotty" description of the manner In which
the purpose it was necessary to go Smith this morning when he found all Hallowe'en was celebrated here. Chief
; into the details of the structure of his tools and wheelbarrows
just where of Police Ben Coles is patting himself
the atmosphere and ascertain what he left them last evening on the cor- on the back upon the success of the
evidence there was of vertical motion ner of Railroad and Douglas avenue "force" in keeping order and protect
and
sudden changes In velocity or where he Is building a cross walk. ing property. He has a right to do
direction.
Last year he spent the entire day fol so.
Prof. Pelavel, speaking, on safety, lowing Hallowe'en in looking for the
EVER WATCHFUL
reliability and efficiency of aero- - same kind of equipment which he
planes, said safety was the most im-- ; thoughtlessly had left outdoors. It
portant of the three, tut the hope for must have seemed equally strange to A Little Care Will Save Many East
Las Vegas Readers Future
perfect reliability was not likely to numerous citizens when they found
be realized.
Trouble
their wagons and buggies, which they
A factor in safety was the skill and had left out, still
in
the
Btanding
Watch the kidney secretions.
prudence of the pilot Partly through stable yards instead of ornamenting
ithe natural rashness of the c6urage-- i some tree a few miles distant. The See that they have the amber hue
ous man, and partly owing to the pub- old cow and the pensive burro who of health;
lic trying to force him, the aviator found themselves still In the accusThe discharge not excessive or in
Sometimes undertook to fly when the tomed corral Instead of tied to the frequent;
weather was not suitable. Thus a front door of a church or
"
Contain no
sedi
''
ornamenting
great many unnecessary risks in flight tne isormal portico, must bave ment
t were taken, and they did not contribchuckled to themselves at the joke
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
ute to the advance of the science of that had been played upon their .own
for weak kidneys.
aviation. A considerable number of ers.
Let an East Las Vegas citizen tell
accidents arose through turning too
With the usual parties and good you how they work.
sharply.
times Hallowe'en was celebrated in
H. A. eSelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
Worby Beaumont, dealing with mo-- - Las Vega3. At the Normal University East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
tive power, did not see that any grea- the Senior class gave an elaborate
1907, I gave the public state
ter improvement could be made in Hallowe'en party for the faculty mem. January
ment in praise of Doan's Kidney
the screw propeller. If there was to bers and the students. Many of the Pills to the effect that I had procured
oe greater efficiency it must be in guests came in masques. The halls this
remedy at the Center Block
Invention and discovery. Let it not were darkened, the light
being fur- Pharmacy and had used it with the
e assumed that all the makers of nished by
Hallowe'en most
results. My trouble
aeroplanes were men not guided by games were played and there was was satisfactory from
principally
pain and lamescientific knowledge. They had in much merriment
ness across my kidneys and I am glad
men
works
of the cutest knowltheir
The Fraternal Brotherhood was host tu
say that Doan's Kidney Pills com'
edge and' capability and the results to a large number of its members
pletely relieved me. At intervals I
"obtainable today were such as to be and friends in Its
lodge rooms on have had slight recurrences of pain
satisfied with.
Fountain Square. This affair wag a in
my back but Doan's Kidney Pills
Sir William White said the failing masquerade ball. The costumes seen
have never failed to prove effective,
of engineers in relation to aviation
,
some of them exceedingly
Whenever anyone has questioned me
and the designing of flying machines elaborate. The hall was
prettily dec
might be summed up in the statement orated and bounteous refreshments regarding my former testimonial.
have urged a trial of Doan's Kidney
that the problem was one which must were served.
Pills. I know that this remedy lives
be attacked experimentally. Those
During the early evening many peoto representations.
must
up
be guided by sci- ple In masques were seen on the
'experiments
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
entific principles, and the results streets. Numbers of these wore sheets
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
;must be analyzed scientifically, and artistically draped about them.
They New
tit was to the analysis of results that confined their efforts to
Yorksole agents for the United
have a good
they must look for the main help they time In attempting to frighten way- States.
would receive from the mathemat- farers
Remember the name Doan's and
by jumping suddenly from the
'
ician. Full scale experiments were shelter of a fence or a tree. Some take no other.
;not oniy costly, but risky. At the of the revelers threw handsful of
time, nil the substantial pro- corn or wheat against
All's well that ends well, to the
jnme that
windows, givhps been made had been ing the occupants of the
gress
houses a man who begins right
;
'
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To-wi- t:

REVELERS
OF PROP
LITTLE DESTRUCTION
ERTY LAST NluHT, DUE TO
POLICE PROTECTION.

1,

FOLEY'S

'

BEFORE ATLANTIC

NOVEMBER

TOTE
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
EMPLOYS YOUNG WOMEN TO
SEARCH FOR LOST MONEY.

THE

Washington, Nov. 1. L'nlque among
government "Jobs'' is that of the two
women who sit side by side down in
the basement of the treasury department and spend the entire day going
through the contents of the department waste baskets. They are searching for stray bonds, checks and bills
that may through some mishap have
v
fallen Into the baskets.
The positions of the, two women are
more Important than their place on
the treasury rolls would indicate, for
some time back one of them fished up
a f 10,000 United States coupon bond. rescuing

it

.

-

There Is Only One
That Is

Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO OURS A COLD III ORE DAT.

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.

RESTAURANT

THE LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

THE

AND CAFE

DINNERS

HANDLED

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

LODGE

CHAPMAN

y

sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tannne,
r.
corder. r
VEGA8
CHAPTER
LAS
' ROYAL ARCH
MASONS

.

To-wl-

.

To-wl-

MODERN

NO

secretary.

WOODMEN

OF AMERICA

Meet in ehe forest of brotherly
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood:
hall, on the second and" fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting neighbors are especially welcome and cordially invited.

3,

Regular

convocation first Monday
In each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
H.
m. - 3. A. Rutledge,
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,

DUNTISTS.

4

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.

Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone
Main 231, 721 Fourth street
EL

DORADO

KNIGHTS

jjf

LODGE

NO.

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

1

A HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

1,

PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
V?A cordially
Invited.

jji

m

New Mexico.

MASSAGE

MRS. OLUE SHEARER,
E. TJebseh- Masseuse and Midwife. "
1 1 o
n
c
e
Cha
r
nier,
Phone,
purple
toai
Commander. Harry
Residence
,918
Lincoln.
of
Martin, Keeper
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
Records and Seal.

4lChas.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
their hail 'in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. - Visiting members are corSo.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presiNo.
Mrs1.
Emma
D.
dent;
Burks, Secre- Mc
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.

LOtiAL

m um

WE8T BOUND
Arrive
1
3
7

1:60
8:15
6:15
:86

No.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordlclly invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Secretary.

No.
No.
No.
No.

1:10 P. M.
C:l A. IL
6:40 P. M.
7:00 P. H.

a
7
9

EAST BOUND
Arrive
NO.

S

.

:10 P. M.
11:10 P. M.
1:15 A. U.
1:
P. K.

No. 4 .
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
No. 8 .
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood No. 19
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David

Flint, chief of records and collector No- I
wampum.
Visiting brother
No. 4
welcome.
No. 8

Dtpan

,

of

:15 P.
11:20 P.
1:25 A
:10 P.

.
.

Mo. 10

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their haU on Sixth street. All visit-

P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
P. M,

Depart

1

j

I. O. O.

phone-a- t

ATTOKNKYh

OF

piJ

Kiiiiito

D.
Re-

'

To-wl-

n

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS

M.

k
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DIRECTORY

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Regular commonth at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Exalted . Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothCondon, Secretary.
ers cordially invited.
H.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Sporleder, Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday 'in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are cor-- .
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
Tues-daular conclave second
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
in each month at MaA.

.

.

BUBS

SOCIETY AND

F,

ciJ;,?- faJker'
-

2021 No- -

Ark., says

M.
M.
M.

M.

10ta St., Ft,

that he had

many kinds of kidney medicine bu"
ing brethren cordially Invited to
did not get better
until he took Folev
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. RoKidney Pills. No matter how
gers, V. G-- ; T. M. Elwood, Secretary you have had
kidney trouble, you

W. E. Criteri,

treasurer;

cemetery trustee.

C. V.

W
wl

Hedg-coc-

J
them now. fviuuey

fins

Stan-takin-

V'
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For the Republican Candidates and
Against the Blue Ballot Is a Vote in the
Best Interest of the New State

A Vote

HOLM O. BURSUM
'

Candidate for Governor

NOVEMBER

Candidate for District Attorney

MARTINEZ,

JOHN

Candidate for Lieutenant Governor

W. G. WARD

CHARLES

8. CLARK

Candidate for Stat

If you would have New Mexico developed, as she should be

Senator

into a rich and prosperous state

GEORGE CURRY

JUAN

Candidata for Representative

In

' ,

NAVARRO

Candidate for State Senator

Congress.

i

LOUIS C. ILFELD

ELFEGO BACm

Candidate for State Senator

Candidate for Representative
Conareas.

i.

m

The Blue Ballot

.

'...:.'

t

:

MANUEL

"ARTICLE XIX of the Constitution as adopted by the electors or
New Mexico at an election held on the 21st day of
January Anno
Domini 1911, he and the same Is hereby amended so as to read as

8ECUNDINO ROMERO
Candidate for Secretary of State

WILLIAM

fOllOWg:

'

G. SARGENT

Candidate for State Auditor

SYLVESTRE MIRABAL
Candidate for State Treasurer

FRANK

W. CLANCY

Candidate for Attorney General
.

.

B. STROUP

ANDREW

Candidate for Superintendent

of

Public Instruction

ARTICLE XIX.
"Amendment.
"Section 1. Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution
may be proposed In either house of the legislature at any regular
session thereof, and if a majority of all members elected to each of
the two houses voting separately shall vote In favor thereof, such
proposed amendment or amendments shall be entered on their re- spective journals with the yeas and nays thereon.
'The Secretary of State shall cause any such amendment or
amendments to be published in at least, one newspaper in every
county of the State, where a newspaper ia published, once each week,
for four consecutive weeks, in English and Spanish when newspapers
in both of said languages are published in such counties, the last
publication to be not more than two weeks prior to the election at
which time said amendment or amendments shall be submitted to the
electors of the State for their approval or rejection; and the said
amendment or amendments shall be voted upon at the next regular
election held In said State after the adjournment of the legislature
proposing such amendment or amendments, or at such special election
to be held not less than six months after the adjournment of said
legislature, at such time as said legislature may by law provide. If
the same be rtifled by a majority of the electors voting thereon such
amendment or amendments shall become part of this constitution. If
two or more amendments are proposed, they shall be bo submitted
as to enable the electors to vote on each of them separately; Provided
that no amendment shall apply to or affect the provisions of Sections ""
one and three of Article VII hereof, on elective franchise, and sections
eight and ten of Article VII hereof, on education, unless It he proof the members elected to each house
posed by vote of three-fourth-s
and be ratified by a vote of the people of this State in an election f
at which at least three-fourtof the electors voting in the whofe
s
of those voting in each county in the
State and at least
State shall vote for such amendment.
"Sec. 2. Whenever, during the first twenty-fiv- e
years after the
vote
adoption of this constitution, the legislature by a three-fourth-s
of the members elected to each house, or, after the expiration of said
vote of the members
years, by a
period of twenty-fiv- e
elected to each house, shall deem it necessary to call a convention to
revise or amend this constitution, they shall sumblt the question of
calling such convention to the electors at the next general election,
and If a majority of all the electors voting on such question at said
election in the State shall vote in favor of calling a convention th
legislature shall, at the next session, provide by law for calling the
same. Such convention shall consist of at least as many delegates as
there are members of the House of Representatives. The constitution adopted by such convention shall have no validity until it
hns been submitted to and ratified by the people.
"Sec. 3. If this constitution be in any way so amended as to
allow laws to be enacted by direct vote of the electors, the laws which
may be so enacted shall be only such as might be enacted by the legislature under the provision of this constitution.
"Sec. 4. When the United States shall consent thereto, the legislature by a majority vote of the members In each house, may submit
to the people the question of amending any provision of Article XXI
of this constitution on compact with the United States to the extent
allowed by the Act of Congress permitting the same, and If a majority
of the qualified electors who vote upon any such amendment shall vote
in favor thereof the said article shall be thereby amended accordingly.
"Sec. 5. The provisions of Section one of this article shall not
be changed, altered, or abrogated in any manner except through a general convention called to revise this constitution as herein provided."
two-third-

ROBERT P. ERVIEN

two-thir-

Candidate for Commissioner of
Public Lands.

W. PARKER

FRANK

Candidate for Justice Supreme Court

CLARENCE J. ROBERTS
Court
Candidate for Justice Supreme

EDWARD

R. WRIGHT

Court
Candidate for Justice Supreme
-

For Constitutional Amendment
GEORGE

En Favor de la Enmlenda Constltucional

W. ARMIJO

Candidate for Corporation

Commls-eione-

r.

II

Against Constitutional

Amendment

En Contra de la Enmlenda Constltucional

"ARTICULO XIX de la constituclonj segun fiie adoptada por los
electores de Nuevo Mexico en una eleccion tenida el dia veintlmo
do Etero, Anno Domini mil novecientos once, sea,
y e mismo es por
esta enmendado de modo que lea como sigue:
"ARTICULO XIX.
.
"Enmlenda.
"Seccion 1. Cualquiera enmlenda o enmlendas a esta constitucion
ser propuesta en cualquiera oamara de la legislatura en cual:
esqulera seslon regular de Ja mlsma; y si una mayorla de todos los
miembros electos a cada una de las dos camaras votando separada-ment- e
vota en favor de ellas, tal propuesta enmlenda o enimendaa se
osentaran en bus respectlvos diarlos con los sles y noes sobre las
'
mismas.
"El secretario de estado causara cualquiera tal enmlenda o enmlendas de ser publicadas en o al menos un periodlco de cada condado del
Estado, ,donde se publique un periodlco una yes cada semana, por
cuatro semanas consecutivas, en Ingles y Espanol cuando periodicos
en ambos Idiomas se publican en tales condados, la ultima publica-cio- n
de ser no mas que dos semanas anterlores a la eleccion en cuyo
tlempo dlcha enmlenda o enmlendas scran sometldas a los electores
del Estado para su aprobaclon o rechase; y la dlcha enmlenda o enmlendas seran votadas en U proxima eleccion regular tenida en
estado despues de la prorroga de la legislatura que proponga tal
enmlenda o enmlendas, o en tal eleccion especial qne sea tenida
ro menos que seis meses despues de la prorroga de dlcha legislatura
en tal tlempo que dicha legislatura puede proveer por ley. Si las
ralsmas son ratiflcadaa por una mayorla de los electores que voten
sobre ellas tal enmlenda o enmlendas vendran a ser parte de esta
constitucion. Si dos o mas enmlendas son propuestaa, se somete-ra- n
de tal man era qne capaciten a los electores el votar en cada una
de ellas eeparadamente: Proveido, Que nlnguna enmlenda se apllcara
o afectara los provlstos de las secciones una y tree del Artlculo VII
de esta, sobre la franquicla elect! va, y las secciones echo y dies del
Artlculo XII de esta, sobre ednoacion, a menos que eeta sea prode los miembros electos a cada.
puesta por el voto de
camara y sea, rattflcada por un voto del pueblo de este estado en
una eleccion en la cual el menos
de los electores que
oten en todo el Estado y al menos
de los que voten en
cada condado en el Estado voten por tal enmlenda.
"Seccion 2. Cuandoquiera, durante los primeros velnticlnco anos
despues de la adopclon de esta constitucion, la legislatura, por un
voto de
de los miembros electos a cada camara, o, desde
la
pues
expiracion del dicho perlodo de velnticlnco anos, por un
voto de
de los miembros electos a cada camara, lo
neoesarlo de convocar una convenclon para revisar o enmen-da- r
esta constitucion, ellos someteran la cuestion de convocar tat
convenclon a los electores en la proxima eleccion general, y si una
mayorla de todos los electores que voten sobre tal cuestion en dlcha
eleccion en el Estado voten en favor de convocar una convenclon, la
legislatura, en la proxima seslon, proveera por ley para convocar la
mlsma. Tal convenclon conslstlra de al menos tantos delegados
La constitucomo baya miembros de la camara de representantes.
cion adoptada por tal convenclon no tendra valldez hasta que faaya
sldo sometlda at y rattflcada por el pueblo.
"Seccion 3. SI esta constitucion es en manera alguna asl enmen-dad- a
que permlta que leyes sean redactadas por el voto dlrecto de
los electores las leyes asl sean redactadas seran solamente tales
como las que pudleran ser redactadas por la legislatura segun los
provlstos de esta constitucion.
"Seccion 4. Cuando los Estados TJnldos consientan a ello, la legislatura, por el voto de una mayorla de los miembros en cada
camara, podra someter al pueblo la cuestion de enmendar cualquler
pTovIsto del Artlculo XXI de esta constitucion sobre compacto con
los Estados Unldos al extento permltlendo la mlsma y si una mayorla de los electores calif icados que voten sobre cualquiera tal
enmendaclon votan enfavor de ella el dicho artlculo sera por la mlsma enmendada de conformidada.
"Seccion 5. Los provistos de la seccion una de este artlculo no se
camblaran, alteraran, o abrogaran en maner alguna excepto por medio de una convenclon general convocada para revisar esta constitu'
cion como aqul se provee."

M.

Commls-- .

.1

Ccmnmls--

DAVID J. LEAHY

District Judge
Candidate for

i

Candidate for State Representative

JOSE LOVATO

.

Candidate for State Representative

FRANCISCO

QUINTANA

.

Candidate for State Representative

tres-cuart-

FIDEL ORTIZ
.

...

Candidate for County Commissioner

ANTONIO A. GALLEGOS

Candidata for County Commissioner

tres-cuart-

dos-tercl-

tres-cuart-

dos-tercl-

JOHN H. YORK
Candidate for County Commissioner

con-slder-

ROMAN GALLEGOS

Candidate for Sheriff

.

MANUEL

A.

SANCHEZ

Candidate for County Assessor

LORENZO

DELGADO

Candidate for County Clerk

'J'

ADELAIDO TAFOYA

1

Candidate for Probate Judge

r1

EUGENIO ROMERO

sloner.

0

GEORGE W. TRIPP

dl-c-

Candidate for Treasurer and

To insure your vote will be against the Blue Ballot, mark your
ticket as above, with a cross (X) in the lower square.

S. GROVES

Candidate to Corporation

Candidate for State Representative

.

HUGH H. WILLIAMS

Candidate for Corporation
i
sloner.

MANZANARES

i

Collector

M. F. DE8 MARAIS

Candidate for County Superintendent

The republican party in New Hexico stands on its record, a record
of progress. If you want New Mexico to progress vote the republican
.
ticket.

of 8choo!a

GEORGE

E. MORRISON

Candidate for County Surveyor

r
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7jo Store of fE Oil

,
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CLAM SHELL 8

lbs. for

'

.

GREY GRANITE GRITS

10 lbs. for

25c

11

PREPARED CHARCOAL

4 lbs lor

25c

.

MILLET SEED 8 lbs for

al

5 lbs. for

MEAT MEAL

LAYING FOOD
at

CORN CHOP

.

5 lbs. for

10 lbs for

'

: .

.

25c.
25c
25c

.
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First National .Bank
OF

First National Bank Building,
.. Sixth Street

':!

;

;.

ct"

,.-JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYJJOLDS, As't Cashier
i
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NERAL SURVEYS

TO BE PLATTED
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Our Pride Flour

ti

til

ev
ai

Chop

1)1

I

Bran

MORE

b

Shorts

pi.
jtl)

lot

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash

no

rt
Pt

SWEET CATAWBA

!

'fee

KISSES

Kit
f

it

and Alfalfa iatu

in Baskets

ai

lac

Las Tegas RoLLEiFHJii;

Us

.

Phone Main 131

tb

i

Still 10c per
basket

CHINO COPPER COMPANY OF..8II
VER CITY MADE FOUR )1

etc.

Why bother with them? We
will do these satisfactorily,
quickly and cheaply.
A few' cents a piece is the

Coffee Will Advance in Price

ed

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

'

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
81

617

Douglas

Buy Now

l

Ibe
lex'
an;
Imi;
f

We

Chase & Sanborn's Famous Coffees

The season is here again for these dainty little beauties. See
them in our window.
In bloom all winter.

i

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

Pink and Lavender-

507 Sixth

HEi

PERRY ONION &

you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too. it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

F.

L. Cox.

No. 1452, J. E. Curry, BIsbee, Clay
Placer district, Antelope Pasa, E. F.
Morton, deputy surveyor.
No. 1456, Mistletoe Mining company, Socorro, Enterprise Group, Mag.
dalena Group, W. H. Herrick Deputy
surveyor.
:i.
No. 1457, Magdalena. Tunnel com"
pany, Socorro, Lion Group,
Magda
lena district, W. H. Herrick, deputy
surveyo:,
Postmaster Burke Back
,
(
Postmaster E. C. Burke has return
ed from Washington where he,
tended the convention of the National
and at
Asoclaitlop of Postmasters
which he introduced a resolution ask
ing the government to
its franking stamp system so that
postmasters will get credit for hand
ling a great volume of official mall
which now goes through without any
account being kept of It, Mr. Burk
said the resolution was paseed unani
mously ana tnere seems no reason
why it shall not pass congress. If it
does pass, the salaries of the posmas- ters will not only be increased but
the postal force will also be enlarged,
adding greatly to the efficiency of
each office. While in Washington
Ifr. Burke called on several officials,
and says that Santa Fe is going lo
get that $250,000 postofflce and $15,
ono postofflce site.
Mr. Burke also
arranged for the appointment of an
additional carrier at- - this postofflce.
For the Treasury
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Palen has received the following sums
for the treasury:
Oscar Lohman,
treasurer of Dona Ana county, $372,
com- 94; Jacobo Chaves, insurance
insurance
mllssioner,
fund, $86
.

Las Vegas Light a.nd
PoWfr Co.

One Reason Why
We can furnish your home complete
better than any store in Las Vegas:
We

can .put in a Hoosier Kitchen

Cabinet.

Every week we are outfitting
homes on easy payments.

i

J.

us do the same for you.

C. Johnsenv& Son

M

Hams For SaJe
350 Head of Ramboulllet and Delaine Merino Rams
bine
These rama ate specially bred for range purposes and-bof the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July They are n fine shape for service '
thislall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trams
the' rams.
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and'ow them
For further particulars address,

"W't.

J. .P. Van

A

Shoemaker. N. M.

Thomas P which he has leased for a short peridd
- and Whera Mrs. Taft. ' Miss Helen
liable,
"
Taft and members of the household
Timber,. Sale
J
The department
of the interior are already established.
18
now asking for bids to cut
The president la coming to Hot
ihe timber on 130,000 acres of the
Springs to rest. Since he left Boston
Indian Reservation in Rio Arri-- on September 15 he has traveled ala county, approximating 130,000,000 most 15,000 miles and has averaged
jBoard feet). Bids will be received up four speeches a day. ." A few days
fo noon, February 1, 1912.
spent on the golf links and in riding
In Las Crucea
over the Virginia bills and he ex:
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has pects to be in physical trim to comgone to Las Cruces to attend to Na- plete hie tour and return to the captional Guard matters. The adjutant ital and dispose of the accumulated
general has received assurances that business before congress assembles
congress will pass the bill paying next month.
the guardsmen a reasonable sum for
attending drills, and this bill will
AT NIGHT
arouse keener interest in the "guard Means COUGHING
loss of sleep which is bad for
throughout the country.
everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound stops the cough at once,
relieves the tickling and dryness in
the throat and heals the inflamed memPRESIDENT WILL REST
Hot Springs, Va.; Nov. 1. Presi- brane. Prevents a cold developing into bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep aldent Taft will be a visitor in Hot
ways in the house. Refuse substiSprings for five days, beginning to- tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
morrow and continuing until next Drug Co.
Monday, the day before
election.
While here the president will reside
Sometimes a man who fla tiers gts
at Mrs. Seth Barton French's villa, even with a girt who flirts.
(Game and Fish Warden

Fit For a King
f
One dish of Cracked Wheat
Quaker
1 bowl Van Houten's
Cjcoa
4 slices "Sanitary"
Vnple
Wheat Bread, Toasted
'
Spread with "Blue Valley'

"It Satisfies"
-

Houterv Co.

Breakfast

Order Them at

BOUCHER'S

SONtnT

IS

'

.

-

25 cents each

la

For Eighteen Cents

veyor.
No. 1450, Chino Copper company,
Central
Silver City, Quitter Group,

Try It For a Week

IK

"A SQUARE DEAL"

r

Silver City,- White Water district,
Central Group, F. L. Cox, deputy sur-

Butter

are Sole Agents for

;

GREENBERGER

L. Cox.
No. 1448, Chino Copper company,
Silver City, Lawson Group, Central
Mining District, Deputy Surveyor F.
L. Cox.
No. 1449, Chino Copper company,

Mining district, Deputy Surveyor

Ex-

wants to dress right.

the following mineral survey applica
tions:
No. 1444, Emil A. Wiggers. Silver
City, Good Light Group, Virginia dis
trict, Deputy Surveyor F. L. Cox.
No. 1441, Chino Copper Company,
Silver City, Sunset Group, Central
Mining District, Deputy Surveyor F.

Iof-an-m-

jthj

wants the

makes our store the logical trading place for the mai who

N. M., Nov. 1. Surveyor
General John W. March has approved

$84.50-.-- ;

-

.

Jic-Jftril-

Phone Main

man

IIart,;Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Santa Fe,

charge.
s

or the

'

fI

-

and iron ' are the flat pieces,
the big and heavy counterpanes, sheets, tablecloths, bol-- .
ster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
.and. the innumerable " small
pieces that take up so much
time, the napkins towels, rags,

'

Over-co- at

The fad that we handle

-

in
be

it

"

MARCH

THE APPLICATIONS

Dignified

treme Style in the
Latest Thintf.

APPROVED BY

TS

a

Dress Model
who

STATE HIGHWAYS ARE

.

Wl

in

wants

Uridgc Street

-

General Banking Bsiaess transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.''
laauea Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.

,ett

ters for the man who

C

new-mont-

are headquar-

We

Phone Main 379

,

Las Vegas. New Mexico
111.

Bar.

IS
HARRY DRUMM 6F CHICAGO
ROAD
ELABORATE
MAKING
MAP

,N

WHOLESALE AUD RETAIL
1

OVERCOATS

,

SoreenBd and Lump RmioB CarrKIoa

1

Opera

Santiago Maes, the first drank for
waa arrested this
He was
Kelly.
Officer
morning by
sentenced to tea days in the cooler
IDrumm ; the (pathfinder of
whea brought before Judge D. R.' theHarrj
Transcontinental
Touring club,
"
'
Murray.
who passed throughi Las" Vegas two
remain In
The regular meetingi of the Altar weeks go, has decided to
weeks
Mexico
several
continuing
New
Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Eplscowor kof platting the roads of this
pal church, will be held tomorrow aft his
of the country for the purpose
section
of
ernoon at 4 o'clock at the home
Miss Jeanette RIchley on Main ave- of issuing official information for the
nue. On this occasion the annual elec- tourists traveling in the southwest
tion ot officers will be held and a This data will bo the first ever pub
full attendance of the members is re- lished that will cover accurately the
roads between Trinidad and Albus
quested.
querque and will be one of the best
The board of directors of, the Y. M. boosts for the roads that could pos
C. A. will bold Its regular monthly sibly be issued.
meeting, this evening at the associaThe utter lack of any official Infor
tion building at "which time election mation in the past has been anhadicap
of a director to fill the vacancy made to tourists in the southwest and to
by the resignation of A. R. Harris the progress in road building In this
who has removed to Newark, O., will section of the country. Mr. Drumm
be held. The policy of the associa- has
platted the entire Voute of the
tion for the coming three months Trail to
Sunset, which if congress es
will also be outlined.
tablishes a national highway, will be
William Drummond was arrested the logical choice. His, work has been
last night by Chief Ben Coles on the done roughly on previous trips and
tour he has finished securing
charge of vagrancy and this morning on this
he was given a light sentence on the information for his plats as far as
chain gang.
Willie icame In last the range And is now spending his
Albu
night from the west accompanied by time in the neighborhood of
three other men, all of whom passed querque securing further data. When
on through before any arrests were Mr. Drumm passed through Las Vegas
made. Drummond is a waiter by trade he bad a large collection of data for
and was working his way East when the roads between here and Trinidad
and a number of fine photograph?
Intercepted by Coles.
that will add greatly to his article
pasThere is little danger from a cold concerning the rputet ..When
or from an attack of the grip except sed through Las Vegas last year on
when followed by pneumonia, and this a
pathflnding trip he, found the roads
never happens when Chamberlain's
of beer In poor condition and,
north,
Cough Remedy is used. This remedy
has won its great reputation and ex- as he said, the country was almost a
tensive sale by its remarkable cures wilderness. This trip, he, had a difof colds and grip and) can be relied ferent story. He snpke- pf the good
For
upon wth implicit confidence.
roads and the fine, condition of the
sale by all druggists.
.
country. In fact, his only criticism
was of the lack of sign boards directThe Ladies Aid society of the First
the tourists to
right road at
ing
tomorChristian church will meet
forks.
row afternoon with Mrs. T. J. Scott,
After leaving here this time Drumm
518 Seventh street. The meeting will
the road between here and
platted
begin at 2:30 o'clock.
a convict
Santa Fe. This belng-largeibuilt road was clearly defined, and
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver with the exception of the stretch
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and from Las Vegas to Santa Fe which
may be taken with perfect safety by has not as yet been entirely com
the most delicate woman or the
is one of the finest highways
youngest child. The old and feeble pleted,
will also find them a most suitable in the state.
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels.' For sale by all
druggists.

the

Phono Elsln 193
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m
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Keep the Horse Warm

Aire. Mary Chapman has rented the
house formerly occupied by the Coul- scr. family on Columbia avenue and
has moved there from ber home bt
1005 Sixth street

25c

.

.

5 lbs for

CHICK FEED

tho btst a: Notice's

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

25c

.

ii
tl
tl

gel

R. 8. Schocnmaker is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life in
,
surance company.

GREEN CUT MEAT AND BONE 6 lbs. for 25c
25c
.
.
.
OIL CAKE 6 lbs. for

'

13 8'a Ed I'j bH 'o

co

a'

Try a dram ot Old Taylor bourbon

at the

Grits

Si

Always

1911.

I

barber shop.

Can lo found tho following Foods and

M
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(The Co3ee Man.)
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